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Abstract

The ever increasing number of data centers require huge amounts of electrical energy and

the part of renewable energy sources in their energy mix is usually only a fraction of

the total power consumption, requiring a lot of additional combustion or nuclear power

plants. This increases further the carbon-dioxide pollution and with that the global warm-

ing problem and problematic waste where until today no solution for final storage was

found. Additionally for big data centers in order to maximize their revenue with the in-

crease in energy costs new designs for data centers aim to reduce the energy consumption.

This can be achieved by powering down servers if the capacity is not needed at the mo-

ment and/or by increasing the efficiency of the supply chain from the mains to the servers,

where one part is the conversion from a high AC voltage to a low DC voltage. Different

standards around the world evolved over the last century about the attributes of the mains

like the amplitude and frequency and today it is required that a modern Switched Mode

Power Supply (SMPS) is compatible with all the different possible configurations. One way

of distinguishing SMPS is to set efficiency and power factor requirements over the load

range, which is done by the 80plus organization. They set up different requirements and

publish the measured test results making the choice easier for customers. Due to the vary-

ing voltage of the mains ranging from 110 to 230 volts, for both, low and high line mains,

separate categories for the classifications by the 80plus organization exist, where the re-

quirements for high line can be stricter since for supplying the same amount of power only

half the current is needed compared to low line, lowering the conduction loss at high line.

The aim of this thesis is to experimentally prove a new modular approach for a typical

SMPS targeted for servers which can achieve the titanium certification by the 80plus or-

ganization and which enables independent of high or low line equal efficiencies. The key

idea behind the solution is the utilization of low voltage MOSFETs by splitting the input

voltage with a capacitively voltage divider if required. Therefore with this approach the

input voltage for each module is independent of the line voltage, which is possible by ei-

ther connecting the individual modules in series or in parallel. Further offer low voltage

MOSFETs compared to high voltage MOSFETs a much better Figure of Merits (FOM). For

the AC/DC conversion a Triangular Current Mode (TCM) Power Factor Correction (PFC)

and for the further high voltage to low voltage DC/DC conversion the well known Phase

Shifted Zero Voltage Switched (PS-ZVS) full bridge with a center tap configuration on the

output was chosen, which both will be explained in detail. The results from simulation

together with additional calculations for the non-simulated losses in the magnetic, capaci-

tive and semiconductors obtained efficiency curve over the load was then compared with

the measured results from the prototype. Additionally relevant waveforms and thermal

images of the prototype will be presented.



Kurzfassung

Die immer höher werdende Zahl an Datenzentren benötigen riesige Mengen an elektrischer

Energie und der Anteil an erneuerbaren Energien in ihren Energiemix beträgt für gewöhn-

lich nur einen Bruchteil ihrer verbrauchten Energie, was dazu führt, dass ein großer An-

teil an zusätzlichen kalorischen oder nuklearen Kraftwerken notwendig ist, wobei die er-

sten durch den Kohlendioxid-Ausstoß die Klimaerwärmung weiter vorantreiben und die

zweiten problematischen radioaktiven Müll produzieren, wofür bis heute noch keine Lö-

sung zur Endlagerung gefunden wurde. Zusätzlich um für große Datenzentren die Er-

löse und über einen längeren Zeitraum zu maximieren müssen die stetig steigenden En-

ergiekosten in neuen Planungen für Datenzentren berücksichtigt werden, welche zukünftig

eine immer größere Rolle spielen werden. Das Ziel neuer Planungen ist oft den Energiever-

brauch zu reduzieren, was zum Beispiel einerseits durch das Abschalten von Servern, wenn

ihre Rechenleistung nicht benötigt wird und andererseits durch eine Erhöhung der Ef-

fizienz in der Versorgungskette erreicht werden kann, wobei ein Teil der Versorgungskette

die Umwandlung einer hohen Wechselspannung in eine niedrige Gleichspannung umfasst.

Unterschiedliche Normen bildeten sich auf der gesamten Welt im letzten Jahrhundert in

Bezug auf die Eigenschaften der Netzspannung, wie die Amplitude oder der Frequenz

aus und dadurch ist es heutzutage notwendig, dass ein modernes Schaltnetzteil mit allen

Konfigurationen aus Netzspannung und Netzfrequenz kompatibel ist. Um Schaltnetzteile

zu unterscheiden wurden Kriterien bezüglich des erreichten Leistungsfaktors und der Ef-

fizienz über den gesamten Lastbereich von der 80plus Organisation eingeführt. Die 80plus

Organisation stellt die Ergebnisse der geprüften Schaltnetzteile anschließend öffentlich zur

Verfügung um die Wahl eines geeigneten Schaltnetzteils zu erleichtern. Aufgrund der un-

terschiedlichen Netzspannung von 110 bis 230 Volt in unterschiedlichen Teilen der Welt

gibt es für beide Kategorien eigene Klassifizierungen für das erreichte Effizienzlevel, wobei

die Kriterien bezüglich Effizienz für eine hohe Netzspannung strenger sein können, da

für die gleiche gelieferte Leistung bei doppelter Eingangsspannung nur der halbe Strom

notwendig ist, was die Leitungsverluste begünstigt.

Das Ziel dieser Dissertation ist die experimentelle Verifikation eines neuen modularen

Konzepts für ein für Server typisch verwendetes Schaltnetzteil, welches die Titanium Zer-

tifizierung der 80plus Organisation erreicht und welches unabhängig von der Netzspan-

nung die gleiche Effizienz aufweisen kann. Die Schlüsselidee dahinter ist die Verwendung

von Niederspannungs-MOSFETs indem die Eingangsspannung falls erforderlich mittels

eines kapazitiven Spannungsteilers geteilt wird. Indem die Module entweder seriell bei

hoher Netzspannung oder parallel bei niedriger Netzspannung betrieben werden ist die

Eingangsspannung für jedes Modul unabhängig von der Netzspannung. Weiter zeich-

nen sich Niederspannungs-MOSFETs gegenüber den üblich verwendeten Hochspannungs-



MOSFETs durch eine bessere Gütezahl aus. Für die Umwandlung von Wechselspan-

nung auf die hohe Zwischenkreisspannung wird eine TCM Leistungsfaktorstufe und für

die Umwandlung der hohen auf eine niedrige Gleichspannung wird ein pulsweitenmod-

ulierter Gleichspannungswandler mit Mittelanzapfung auf der Sekundärseite verwendet,

welche beide erklärt werden. Die durch Simulationen gemeinsam mit zusätzlichen Berech-

nungen für die nicht-simulierten Verluste in den magnetischen, kapazitiven und Leistung-

shalbleiterelementen erlangte Effizienzkurve wird anschließend zur Verifizierung der Sim-

ulationsergebnisse mit Messergebnissen des Prototyps verglichen. Zusätzlich werden rele-

vante Zeitsignale und thermische Bilder des Prototyps vorgestellt.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1
Introduction

1.1 Motivation

High efficient power conversion is first a step for a sustainable future decreasing the nec-

essary power plant count and with that greenhouse gases or nuclear waste and secondly a

step for decreasing the increasing energy costs in data centers, which account for a huge

part of the running costs and creating a new research area about designing cost-optimal

data centers as for example shown in [1–3], where energy consumption plays an important

role. The Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) claim in a paper that the electricity

consumption in the year 2013 of data centers alone in the U.S. was estimated with 91 billion

(109) kilowatt-hours, which is the equivalent of 34 large (500 MW) power plants and that

the consumption should increase to 140 billion kilowatt-hours by 2020, an equivalent of 50

power plants, causing costs of 13 billion dollars a year for the electricity bills and causing

a pollution 150 million tons of carbon annually, [4]. In [5] the energy consumption of a

data center was categorized into a demand side, which includes the server, storage, com-

munication and other IT systems, and a supply side, which has to deliver the power for

the demand side, including cooling, UPS, MV transformer and so on. Their investigation

concluded that the demand side accounts for 52 percent of the total power consumption

versus 48 percent for the supply side. They show that through the cascading effect in case

of 1 W of less power used on the demand side on the server component level (processor,

memory, hard disk, etc.) saves in total 2.84 W of power, see Fig. 1.1. Since the AC/DC

and the DC/DC conversion is the first thing in the chain after the server and handled by a

SMPS, optimization of the efficiency there leads to greater overall savings due to the cas-

cade effect, which is stated to be at twelve percent in [5] if no further action to save power

is taken.

The 80 plus initiative [6] defines efficiency requirements for computer and server power

supplies, which must have an efficiency above 80% for different load points and a power

1



Chapter 1. Introduction

factor above 0.9 at full load. Later this requirement got expanded with higher efficiency

criteria and an even stricter power factor which must also be achieved at lower load points.

The efficiency is a simple measurement from the measured output power divided by the

measured input power. The missing power on the output is dissipated as heat, generating

additional cooling costs which leads to at least double the amount of dissipated energy

in server farms. With the decreasing semiconductor and server costs, energy cost is an

increasing factor which contributes to the overall costs of an office or data center. A more

efficient power supply therefore reduces noise due to less required cooling, increases reli-

ability and reduces cost. A high power factor enables the supply to draw the maximum

possible power from the grid minimizing as well the peak current, which is favorable for

uninterruptible power supplies, lowering the maximum load. Approved supplies by the

80 plus initiative are public available listed with the achieved efficiency certification and

the measurement protocol, where the efficiency certification can reach from just 80 plus

certified to bronze, silver, gold, platinum and to the latest and currently highest titanium.

To reach high efficiencies with traditional and well known silicon devices a soft switching

topology is a must. Also to satisfy the engineer standards the power supply must fulfill

some standards concerning Electromagnetic Interference (EMI). The motivation of the the-

sis is to design a power supply for computer or server with 1 kW of output power and an

output voltage of 12 V, which are typical values of server power supplies. The main focus

of the design and thesis was to achieve titanium level efficiency for the high line input crit-

era, introduced by the 80 plus initiative [6], for low and as well for high line input by the

utilization of low voltage MOSFETs like the OptiMOS which have a better FOM than the

usually used high voltage MOSFETs which is possible by a division of the line voltage with

a capacitive voltage divider if needed and parallel/serial connection of modules. Fig. 1.2

visualizes the required efficiencies to receive titanium level for low and for high line. The

requirements for low line are a bit lower due to the inevitable higher conduction losses

at low line (higher current needed). Nevertheless for the thesis the goal was to reach the

stricter high line efficiency independent of the present mains voltage.

1.2 Overview of currently available solutions

At this time there are already several power supplies listed at 80 plus which fulfill the

titanium requirements for high line or for low line. But from all the listed power supplies

none can achieve the high line titanium criteria at low line. The tripping point was always at

50% load with the required efficiency of 96%. The very best listed power supply for low line

is currently from Super Flower with the name SF-1300F14MT achieving an extremely high

efficiency of 95.03% at 50% load which is the only point where it has a lower efficiency than

required to match the titanium high line criteria. Further, a closer look by disassembling

2
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this power supply revealed that the DC/DC conversion is most likely handled by an LLC

converter, which implies a relative complicated control. It is conceivable that by utilization

of the here proposed solution to enable the use of low voltage MOSFETs with an LLC

converter would show even better results, probably exceeding the high line criteria and

opening the way for a new efficiency category.

Investigations for the PFC revealed that the bridgeless totem-pole version can achieve the

highest efficiencies. In [7] a bridgeless or also double boost PFC in Continuous Conduction

Mode (CCM) mode achieved an impressing efficiency of 99.1% for high line input at full

load with traditional silicon devices and Silicone Carbide (SiC) boost diodes at a power

density of 1.1 kW/dm3. A similar approach was presented by the company transphorm

with new wide bandgap Gallium Nitride (GaN) devices, also operating in CCM at high

line with boost diodes showing a peak efficiency of 98.56%. By replacing the boost diodes

with GaN switches, their efficiency peaked at 99.00%, [8]. In [7, 9] another prototype for the

PFC is presented, where the boost diodes are replaced with silicon MOSFETs which is then

known under totem-pole PFC and the rectifier is running in TCM mode, which received

its name from the shape of the current waveform, where a six phase prototype achieves a

world record peak efficiency of 99.23% for high line input at 1.1 kW/dm3. Increasing the

power density for the same type of PFC with an efficiency of 98.3% and a power density

of 5.6 kW/dm3 shows the trade-off between efficiency and power density. The prototype

presented in this thesis has an overall power density for the whole SMPS of 1 kW/dm3. The

PFC and the following DC/DC converter require about the same space. The here proposed

TCM PFC rectifier achieves a maximum efficiency of 99.07% at 2 kW/dm3.

For the DC/DC converter again in [7] a PS-ZVS bridge achieving an efficiency of 98.5%

and a power density of 3.3 kW/dm3 is presented where the output voltage was for telecom

with 48 V. Another highly efficient telecom DC/DC converter, utilizing a PS-ZVS bridge is

presented in [10], presenting an efficiency at 50% load of 99.2% with a power density of

2.2 kW/dm3. In [11] again a PS-ZVS rectifier, this time with current doubler for secondary

rectification and optimized for power density, a peak efficiency of 94.75% paired with a

power density of 9 kW/dm3 is presented. If instead of a PS-ZVS bridge an LLC converter

with GaN devices is used, high efficiencies of 95.4% at 1 MHz switching frequency with

a power density of 50 kW/dm3 are achievable, [12, 13]. The PS-ZVS bridge used in this

prototype peaks with an efficiency of 97% at 80% of the maximum rated load with a power

density of 2 kW/dm3.

It looks like the latest research has picked up on the modular converter approach, to

exploit the better FOM of low voltage MOSFETs for instance presented in [14–16], where a

SMPS for telecom with a peak efficiency of 98% is presented paired with a power density

4



Chapter 1. Introduction

of 2.2 kW/dm3. These are outstanding results, showing that by division of a high input

voltage to utilize low voltage devices can boost the efficiency even by shifting the silicon

limit without necessarily using next generation wide bandgap devices.

A new idea which may be more common in the future is to convert the energy for a

complete data center from AC to DC and then distributing the energy in the data center

over DC buses, saving on conversion steps and increasing the efficiency. Here again several

ideas exist, like a low voltage DC-distribution with 48 V on rack-level by Emerson, [17].

This solution has the advantage of higher reliability since the servers can be connected

directly to the backup battery and fewer conversion steps than in a traditional data center

are required but it has the disadvantage that the AC/DC conversion must be close to the

point of use, else thick copper wires would be necessary. With that solution an increase

in overall efficiency can be expected. Increasing the DC voltage to higher levels of 400 V

throughout the whole facility decreases the required amount of copper for low cable losses

and has the advantage that already available designs which convert 400 V DC to a lower

DC voltage of 12 V, which is a typical value for the DC-link voltage in present SMPS, can

be used. In [18] it is claimed that with a high voltage DC bus through the whole facility

highest efficiencies are possible. They also propose to connect the backup batteries directly

to the high voltage DC bus, which results in an increased reliability. By comparison of

a traditional solution with the AC/DC conversion directly at the server versus the new

approach of a high voltage DC bus facility wide they showed that 7% of energy can be

saved. A disadvantage of all the presented DC distribution solutions is the requirement

of DC circuit breakers instead of AC circuit breakers. Nevertheless the principal design of

big data centers might change to a high voltage DC distribution in the future opening new

research areas.

1.3 New contributions

The thesis presents a new idea with experimental verification of a demonstrator for the uti-

lization of low voltage MOSFETs by dividing the mains voltage if necessary. Depending on

the present mains voltage the modules can be connected in serial or in parallel with the re-

sult that the input voltage for each module becomes independent of the mains voltage. This

makes it possible that the MOSFETs always operate in a optimal region of their maximum

possible blocking voltage and further the advantages of low voltages MOSFETs compared

to high voltage MOSFETs can be exploited, opening the way for highly efficient power

supplies with traditional silicon devices without the need for wide bandgap devices. For

dividing the mains voltage and balancing the input voltages for each module a new control

concept is presented, which can be extended if necessary for multiple modules. Further, the
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possibility of achieving titanium certification with a traditional PS-ZVS bridge for DC/DC

conversion is shown and that more sophisticated converter like for instance LLC converter

or expensive and still not widely available wide bandgap devices are not required. This

new concept would also work with new wide bandgap devices, especially GaN devices

look promising for the future which might further increase the overall efficiency.

1.4 Overview of the thesis

The first chapter of the thesis will give a quick introduction to the basic knowledge re-

quired to build a SMPS and finally the new idea with the prototype is presented.

Chapter 1 covers the motivation behind the thesis and the goal of the thesis with the

required specifications. Additionally state-of-the-art solutions which already exist are pre-

sented.

Chapter 2 gives a basic introduction to the two most common used semiconductor de-

vices for SMPS, the power diode and the power MOSFET. Later in the chapter a short in-

troduction to charge compensated devices and how they work is given, since they changed

power electronics significantly in the past years.

Chapter 3 presents an overview of typical AC/DC and DC/DC conversion topologies

and covers the advantages and disadvantages for each presented topology. The need for a

PFC, a EMI filter and soft switching is further explained.

Chapter 4 envelopes the control concept of the PFC and the PS-ZVS bridge with a de-

tailed explanation of their operation. Simulation results are then compared with measured

results from the prototype, validating the idea and the simulations.

Chapter 5 gives a quick summary with a conclusion about the work and possible future

research topics.

The appendix lastly shows how extra losses, which were not possible to simulate, were

calculated to make the results more precise. These extra losses cover the core losses in

magnetics, the skin and proximity effect in the wires of the magnetics, additional losses in

real capacitors and switching losses in MOSFETs.

6
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2
Semiconductor basics

This section provides a quick introduction about semiconductor devices which are nowa-

days used in typical SMPS covering the attributes of power diodes and MOSFETs and in

the following as well the charge compensation principle. Section 2.1 describes the basics

about power diodes, section 2.2 the basic about the most common used switch in SMPS

the MOSFET and section 2.2.1 describes the basics of the charge compensation principle,

which broke the limit of silicon and enabled converters with higher efficiency and power

density since they were made available for the mass market. It also presents how a com-

parison between MOSFETs by comparing FOM is possible in section 2.2.2 and shows the

differences of conventional grown high voltage MOSFETs (above 600 V) with lower voltage

devices, typically produced in trench technology.

2.1 Power Diodes

A power diode is the simplest semiconductor device with only two terminals, the anode

noted with A and the cathode noted with C in Fig. 2.1. The characteristic of a power diode

is the same as of a traditional diode, conducting when forward biased with a small forward

voltage drop UF of around 1 V due to the potential barrier from the charge distribution

in proximity of the junction and other effects, [19], or if the diode is reverse biased it

blocks and only a small current is flowing through the diode in reverse direction, called

the leakage current. Therefore it can be categorized as an uncontrolled switch working

only in one quadrant, where the state of the diode, conducting or blocking, is determined

by the applied voltage only. If the applied reverse voltage is increased further to the reverse

breakdown voltage the device breaks down and a large current can flow again, see Fig. 2.2,

leading typically to a thermal destruction of the device.

The most important DC properties of the diode are the forward voltage drop UF occur-

ing when forward biased between the anode and the cathode, the breakdown voltage UBD,
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A

C

Figure 2.1: Symbol for a

diode.

u

i

UBD

Figure 2.2: Static characteristic of a diode, [20].

defining the maximum allowed reverse voltage before the avalanche effect occurs, and the

reverse current, which is flowing if the diode is under reverse bias and the reverse voltage is

lower then the breakdown voltage.

The most important AC parameters of power diodes are the forward recovery time tFR,

which is the required time the forward voltage drops to a defined level after a forward

current started flowing and the more important reverse recovery time trr which is the time

the diode requires after the transition from being forward biased to reverse biased before

the diode regains its blocking capability.

In typical applications diodes are often used for the rectification of an AC voltage, either

directly connected to the grid with a full bridge rectifier or after a transformer. Another

area of application is for voltage clamping used in snubber or other protection circuits, which

is often needed in switch mode power supplies. [19]

Taking a closer look at the semiconductor physics of a silicon power diode shows that a

power diode consists of a p-doped layer, a low doped n layer and then a high doped n layer,

they are often called Positive intrinsic Negative diode (PiN-diode), forming a so called

abrupt p-n junction, where the impurity concentration changes abruptly from acceptor

impurities NA to donor impurities ND. In case of the PiN-diode diode, where NA >> ND

it is more precise called a one-sided abrupt junction. The breakdown voltage depends on

the construction of the diode which is shown in Fig. 2.3. For higher blocking voltages the

peak value for the electrical field increases between the p and n- junction. To prevent a

breakdown the electrical field E must always be smaller then the critical electrical field Ec.

If Ec is reached by applying a too high voltage, the breakdown voltage in reverse direction,

8
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free charge carriers can accelerate in the electrical field to a level which enables them to

release new electron-hole pairs when they collide with other electrons and the whole crystal

becomes conducting generating a lot of heat which usually ends in the destruction of the

device. This effect is known under the avalanche effect. [19, 20]

NA

ND

ND+

x

ρ
(x
)

x−
E
(x
)

x−
U
(x
)

p n− n+

Figure 2.3: Blocking state of a PiN diode with the electric field and voltage distribution,

[20].

The electrical field E and the voltage in Fig. 2.3 can be described with the one-dimensional

poisson equation, see eq. (2.1),

d2U
dx2 = −dE

dx
= −ρ

ε
, (2.1)

where ρ is the space charge density and ε the permittivity in As/Vm, which can be calcu-

lated with the vacuum permittivity and the relative permittivity ε = ε0εr. If the electrical

field has a triangular shape, the breakdown voltage UBD can be approximated with eq. (2.2),

UBD =
1
2

EcwD, (2.2)

where wD is the width of the depletion region, here the n- layer. If the PiN-diode diode

is forward biased the on-resistance is not defined by the doping concentration of the n-

drift layer due to high injection. High injection states that the drift region is flooded with

minority carriers and the concentration of minority carriers exceeds the concentration of

majority carriers opposed to low injection where there are much fewer minority carriers

than majority carriers. [20–22]

Another commonly used diode in power electronics is the schottky diode which consists

of a metal and typically a n-doped semiconductor which has the advantage of a lower
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forward voltage drop compared to the PiN-diode and faster switching capability due to

nearly no reverse recovery effect but at the disadvantage of lower possible breakdown volt-

ages if silicon is used as semiconductor, since by trying to go for higher blocking voltages

the reverse current would increase too much. Since the minority carriers in the drift region

have a very low concentration it enables the device to switch fast from on-state to the block-

ing state making them popular for rectification purposes in switch mode power supplies.

Nowadays also SiC schottky diodes are commercially available with blocking voltages of

up to 1200 V and with nearly no reverse recovery effect. [21]

At the turn-off a power-diode, like the PiN-diode diode, has to reduce the stored mi-

nority charge in the drifting region via recombination, preventing the diode from instantly

blocking. This is shown in Fig. 2.4, with the reverse recovery time trr. The reverse recovery

charge Qrr is represented by the area when the current i is below zero to approximately

20% of the maximum reverse current IRRM. The reverse recovery charge is always lost at

turn-off, therefore for high frequency converters fast recovery diodes or diodes with no re-

verse recovery effect, like SiC schottky diodes should be used to minimize the off-switching

loss. [20]

trr

20%

UM

IRRM

t

u,
i

i(t)
u(t)

Figure 2.4: Voltage and current waveforms of a PiN-diode during switch off with the re-

verse recovery charge, [20].

2.2 MOSFETs

MOSFETs are the most important device for high-density integrated circuits like micro-

processors and semiconductor memories. The basic principle was first proposed in the

early 1930s but the first quality Si− SiO2 device was not produced before 1960, where also
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the first power MOSFETs were introduced and with that a new field of switched mode

power supplies emerged, continuously introducing improvements and better devices until

today. By adopting the processing methods of integrated circuits, it was in the 1980 pos-

sible to integrate MOS and BJT technologies on the same chip, introducing the Insulated

Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) and MOS controlled thyristor (MCT). With further improve-

ment the last years in semiconductor processing technology, manufacturing and packaging

techniques attributes like the switching speed, power handling capability, voltage and the

currents rating improved further. The MOSFET is an unipolar device, since in conduction

only the majority of carriers is used. For the channel p- and n- types can be distinguished

and further two types, the depletion and the enhancement type are possible, resulting in

four different possibilities. In powerelectronics the most common type is the n-channel

enhancement type, since the carrier mobility of the n-type is higher resulting in a lower

RDSon and the device is normally off. The basic structure is shown in Fig. 2.5, which is

a n-channel device in lateral structure consisting of a p-type substrate where two n+ re-

gions, the source and the drain, are formed. Between the gate contact and the p-substrate

exists an SiO2 isolation and the gate usually consists of heavily doped polysilicon. If a high

enough voltage is applied between the gate and the source a surface conducting n-channel

is formed between the source and drain n+ regions, turning the MOSFET on. [19, 20, 22]

n+ n+

p

S D
G

Figure 2.5: Schematic diagram of a lateral MOSFET.

The idealized output characteristic of a MOSFET over increasing UGS is shown in Fig. 2.6,

where no channel is formed for a gate-source voltage UGS of zero. With increasing UGS the

saturation current increases. In switch mode power supplies semiconductor devices are

typically operated in the linear region, to minimize the voltage drop across the device and

therefore the conduction loss.

Fig. 2.7 shows the MOSFET with its parasitics and the internal body diode. A power

MOSFET can block voltage only in one direction, in the other direction the body diode

is reverse conducting, which demands for bidirectional blocking capability a back-to-back

configuration of two MOSFETs. The parasitic capacitors between each of the terminals of

the MOSFET have great effect on the switching properties and losses. Further all these ca-
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linear saturation

UGS

UDS in V

I D
in

A

Figure 2.6: Idealized output characteristic for a MOSFET.

pacitors have a non-linear voltage dependency. To turn the MOSFET on, the gate capacitors

must be charged and during this time a current is flowing. After the gate capacitors are

charged no current is flowing anymore and as long as a gate-source voltage higher than

the threshold voltage Uth is present, the device conducts. [19]

Cds

Cgd

Cgs

Figure 2.7: Schematic symbol with parasitic capacities and internal body diode.

The in Fig. 2.5 shown structure is rather used for integrated circuits. For higher powers

typically a vertical structure is used to increase the power rating of the device, where the

drain is located on the bottom of the wafer and the source is with the gate contact on top.

[19]

2.2.1 Charge compensation principle

With the commercially availability since 1998 of mass-producible charge compensated de-

vices or Superjunction devices which broke the silicon limit [23], a new era for switch mode

power supplies began. For reducing the RDSon a high doping is necessary, which on the

other side decreases the maximum possible blocking voltage. In a conventional power
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n−

n+

p p
n+ n+

S S
G

D

Figure 2.8: Vertical structure of a power MOSFET (simplified).

MOSFET the silicon limit for an optimum doping profile which delivers the optimum

RDSon can be calculated, [24]. With a constant doping the on-resistance can be calculated

with eq. (2.11) and it scales with the breakdown voltage with the power of 2.5, [20]. A high

breakdown voltage needs a thicker epi-layer and therefore increases the RDSon, or respec-

tively the area specific resistance. The characterization of the devices can be done with a

FOM RDSon · A, which shows the possible resistance with an area of 1mm2 for a specific

breakdown voltage. This resistance is only the resistance of the epi-layer. For high voltage

MOSFETs, 95% of the total resistance, for low voltage MOSFETs only 40% are from the epi-

layer resistance. With constant doping of the drift zone with ND the area specific RDSon · A
can be calculated, with eq. (2.3)

RDSon · A =
wν

e0µnND
, (2.3)

where e0 is the elementary charge, µn the electron mobility and wν the width of the n−
drift zone, where it is stated clearly that to reduce the area specific resistance the doping

ND can be increased or the width wν of the drift zone is decreased, which also deteriorates

the possible blocking voltage. The slope of the electric field is according to the poisson

equation determined with the doping ND

dE
dx

= − e0ND

ε
, (2.4)

where ε is the dielectric constant for silicone with 11.3. The critical electrical field strength

Ecrit in the n- area is around 200 kV/cm if the device is blocking. The breakdown voltage

is the integral of the electrical field over the length of the drift zone. In case of a maximum

electric field the end values for the electrical field are Ecrit and Ecrit − e0NDwν/ε and by in-

tegration or with the formula for calculating the area of a trapezoid the breakdown voltage

UBD can be calculated, see eq. (2.5).
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UBD =
wν

2

(
Ecrit + Ecrit −

e0NDwν

ε

)
. (2.5)

By solving eq. (2.5) for ND and combination with eq. (2.3) the doping factor ND for the

area specific on-resistance can be eliminated,

RDSon · A =
w3

ν

2εµn(Ecrit · wν −UBD)
. (2.6)

Derivation of eq. (2.6) with respect to wν delivers an extrema for,

wν =
3UBD

2Ecrit
. (2.7)

With the solution for an extrema above inserted into eq. (2.6) the optimum area specific

on-resistance in dependence of the maximum blocking voltage and the maximum allowed

critical field can be calculated,

RDSon · A =
27U2

BD

8µnεE3
crit

. (2.8)

From [22] a formula for the critical electrical field strength in dependence of the blocking

voltage is given,

Ecrit = 8.2 · 105 ·U−0.2
BD

V
cm

. (2.9)

The carrier mobility µn also depends on the blocking voltage,

µn = 710 ·U0.1
BD

cm2

Vs
, (2.10)

and both dependencies are shown in Fig. 2.9.

Combining the equation for the critical electrical field strength and the carrier mobility

with the area specific on-resistance, see eq. (2.11), shows that the area specific on-resistance

increases with the power of 2.5 with the required blocking voltage.

RDSon · A[Ωmm2] = 8.3 · 10−7 ·V2.5
BR (2.11)

An optimum doping profile, like shown in [24], requires a continually increasing doping

profile from source to drain. This hard to manufacture solution only reduces the RDSon

from eq. (2.11) only by 11%. [20]

In case of blocking the voltage no carriers are necessary and in the case of conduction a

lot of carriers are necessary. By separating both carrier types (holes and electrons) in space,
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Figure 2.9: Critical field strength and carrier mobility over the required blocking voltage.
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Figure 2.10: Simplified schematic for the compensation structure.
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Figure 2.11: Charge compensated device; (left) on-state; (right) blocking state, [20].

so that in the blocking state the total charges are nearly compensated to zero and in the

on-state the carriers of one type are available for the current transport.

With charge compensation it is possible to reduce the on-resistance by increasing the

doping of the conducting zones without decreasing the blocking voltage. The structure

for a compensation device is shown in Fig. 2.10, where the source is located on top of

the p-wells (for comparison see Fig. 2.11) which is just stacked many times to achieve the

compensation effect. By imagining the column width d very small, then a charge in the

p-zone is compensated by a charge in the n-zone, appearing like the area has a doping of

zero, which states that the slope of the electrical field in y- and z- direction is also zero,

see eq. (2.4), resulting in a rectangular electrical field between drain and source. In case of

a turned-on device, the on-resistance RDSon is lower, since the doping of the n-zones can

be higher revoking the coupling between the maximum possible blocking voltage and the

on-resistance. In the schematic of Fig. 2.10 exists an electrical field in the y- and in the

z-direction. The electrical field in the z-direction has a negative slope in the n-doped zones

and a positive slope in the p-doped zones and it is due to symmetry zero in the middle of

every zone, which allows to write down the solution for the p- and n-zones,

Ez =
e0NA

ε
(z− zp) for 0 ≤ z ≤ zp

Ez = −
e0ND

ε
(z− zn) for 0 ≤ z ≤ zn

(2.12)
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and with the assumption that the doping of the p- and n- zones is identical, the maximum

electrical field in z-direction,

|Ez|max =
e0 · ND · d

2 · ε (2.13)

which must be smaller then the critical field strength Ecrit. The critical electrical field

strength is the sum of the electrical field in the y- and the z- direction, where the partioning

is not yet known, therefore it is described with an additional parameter α,

e0NDd = 2 · ε · |Ez|max = 2 · α · ε · Ecrit. (2.14)

If the switch is blocking it is assumed that the p- and n- zones clear themselves first and

the electrical field is then increasing in the drain-source direction, which only depends on

the voltage applied between drain and source, in the case of perfect compensation, this is

valid, and the drain source voltage UDS can be written with eq. (2.15),

UDS =
d · |Ez|max

2
+ |Ey|max · ly, (2.15)

where the channel length is ly. Perfect compensation would be if the p- and n- zones are

infinite thin, which would make the electrical field in z-direction to zero and the breakdown

voltage UBD to

UBD = |Ey|max · ly. (2.16)

Due to symmetry the electrical field in x-direction is zero, therefore the border for the

maximum electrical field in y-direction can be written with eq. (2.17).

|Ey|max = (1− α)Ecrit. (2.17)

With eq. (2.3), where wν is now replaced with the length of the channel ly and by replac-

ing ND with help of eq. (2.14), and keeping in mind that the current only flows through

the n-zone, therefore the resistance has to be doubled, the area specific on-resistance can

be calculated,

RDSon · Ay =
d · ly

α · µn · ε · Ecrit
, (2.18)

where the area of the n-zone normal to the current is Ay. The length ly can be replaced

with eq. (2.15) and eq. (2.16),

RDSon · Ay =
1

α(1− α)

d ·UBD

µn · ε · E2
crit

. (2.19)

By derivation of eq. (2.19) with respect to α an extrema for α = 0.5 can be found, concluding

that the area specific on-resistance is optimal if the electrical field components are equal in
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y- and z- direction. By combinination of eq. )2.9), eq. (2.10) and eq. (2.19) the area specific

on-resistance for a specific column width d, or pitch size can be calculated, see eq. (2.20).

The result shows that the area specific on-resistance rises only with the power of 1.3 of the

blocking voltage, compared to the power of 2.5 with the optimal doping profile. [20]

RDSon · Ay [Ωmm2] = 8.09 · 10−1 · d ·V1.3
BR . (2.20)

Fig. 2.12 compares the area specific on-resistance over the blocking voltage for a tradi-

tional power MOSFET with optimum doping profile with charge compensated devices of

different generations, where it can be investigated, that an increase in blocking voltage the

area specific on-resistance increases quickly (to the power of 2.5) for the traditional power

MOSFET compared here with the third and seventh generation of CoolMOS. Since for

charge compensated devices the area specific on-resistance increases only with the power

of 1.3 of the blocking voltage, huge improvements for higher blocking voltages are possible,

where the available technology is the limiting factor of how thin the n and p-zones can be

made.
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Figure 2.12: Comparison of a traditional power MOSFET with optimal doping (dashed); a

charge compensated device with d=7.5µm (Coolmos C3, dotted), and a charge

compensated device with d=2.75µm (Coolmos C7, solid).

2.2.2 Figure of merit

For comparing MOSFETs of the same voltage class different properties of the device are

typically multiplied and the result which is called FOM, allows a quick comparison be-

tween different technologies or different manufacturers. For example one definition is the

product of RDSon ·QG, where RDSon is the drain source channel resistance when the device
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is on and QG the gate charge, which is usually used as the FOM in a soft switched topology.

For a specific technology process and voltage class it can be stated that the FOM is constant

which implies that a lower RDSon leads to a higher QG. Another definition for FOM could

be the Baliga High Frequency Figure of Merit (BHFFOM) [25], which states that the losses

at high frequency switching come mainly from the charging and discharging of the input

capacitance CISS, see eq. (2.21),

BHFFOM =
1

RON,sp · Cin,sp
, (2.21)

with RON,sp as the specific on-resistance and Cin,sp as the specific input capacitance. This

FOM is similar to the above mentioned one, where the gate charge is multiplied with the

on-resistance.

There is also another definition called New High Frequency Figure of Merit (NHFFOM)

[26], which states that the major switching loss is due to the charging and discharging of

the output capacity COSS, see eq. (2.22),

NHFFOM =
1

RON,sp · COSS,sp
, (2.22)

where COSS,sp is the specific output capacitance. This FOM considers the output capacitance

of the MOSFET, therefore it is better for a comparison if the MOSFETs are hard-switched,

since then the losses from the output capacity outweigh the gate charge losses. In hard

switching topologies the output capacitance (COSS) matters, due to the added extra loss

∆Psw-on = U2
sw/2 · COSS at every turn-on event. In a resonant circuit the output capaci-

tance is not important for the efficiency since the MOSFETs are always switched on under

zero voltage condition, not losing their output charge therefore reducing significantly the

switching loss.

Fig. 2.13 shows a comparison, where the FOM was calculated with RDSon ·QG for MOS-

FETs with different voltage classes and different gernerations of technologies. For the 650 V

class a huge improvement of the FOM can be examined between the at the moment latest

generation C7 and the older C6. Still the OptiMOS 3 with 250 V has a by far better FOM

then the high voltage MOSFETs. Also the improvement in the 40 V class between OptiMOS

3 and 5 is shown, which also reduces the FOM by a factor of 2.8. It can be investigated that

the FOM improves with the available technology and with the required voltage rating.

2.3 High voltage charge compensated MOSFETs

To mass produce charge compensated devices the challenge is the accuracy of the man-

ufacturing process to compensate the charges. This is done with equal p- and n- doped
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Figure 2.13: Comparison of the FOM for different LV and HV technologies.

columns. For high voltage MOSFET the multi-epitaxy process is usually used, where the

MOSFET is slowly grown on an n+ substrate wafer, see Fig. 2.14. If the compensation

is not perfect, the excess carriers add to the space-charge region, reducing the maximum

possible blocking voltage. To lower the RDSon further in a charge compensated device the

distance of the p-columns has to be minimized, increasing also the need of epitaxial steps

and increasing cost. [27]

Figure 2.14: Construction steps for a charge compensated device; (1) n+ Wafer with a n-

drift zone; (2) masked bor implantation in the n- layer; (3) Repeated process of

the bor implantation; (4) Diffusion, [20].
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2.4 Trench structure for low voltage charge compensated

devices

Trench devices are usually low voltage devices, manufactured by etching a trench in the

silicon. Then the trench is coated with Silicon Oxide SiO2 and for the newest devices

electrodes are implemented. The lower one is the shield electrode, which is connected

to the source and is used for the charge compensation or superjunction principle. The

upper electrode is the gate electrode which also forms the conducting channel. The shield

electrode additionally helps to reduce the size of the gate-source capacity CGS with the

longer trench extension, reducing the gate losses and the switching speed.

G GS

D

n+

n-

pn n n n

S S

Figure 2.15: Double gate trench MOSFET structure, with gate contact and a second shield

contact (below the gate contact), which is connected to source.

For low voltage MOSFETs the main contributors for the RDSon are not like for the high

voltage counterparts in the n−-epi layer, they are more distributed, see Tab. 2.1. With a

trench technology the accumulation layer resistance can be eliminated. [28]

Trench technology is usually only used for LV MOSFETs, since the SiO2 isolation layer

would get to thick to isolate against higher voltages and has the advantage of cheaper mass

production.

2.5 Conclusion

A quick introduction for modern power semiconductors which are often used in SMPS

was given with an explanation of the revolutionary charge compensation principle. Later

the structural difference between HV and LV MOSFETs was shown and as well how the
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Table 2.1: Contributors to RDSon for MOSFETs with different blocking voltages, [28]

VDS= 30 V VDS= 600 V

(%) (%)

RS∗ Package 7 0.5

Rn+ Source Layer 6 0.5

RCH Channel 28 1.5

Ra Accumulation Layer 23 0.5

Repi n−-layer 29 96.5

RSub Substrate 7 0.5

performance of power MOSFETs can be compared using the FOM, where it was clearly

shown that LV MOSFETs can outperform HV MOSFETs and a solution for utilizing LV

MOSFETs and profiting from the improved FOM can enable SMPS with higher efficiency

and a higher power density.
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3
Introduction and topologies

3.1 Introduction

Today modern power supplies are usually switched mode power supplies, which are

cheaper, more efficient, smaller, and lighter than power supplies which utilize a low fre-

quency transformer in combination with a linear voltage controller. In addition to that

semiconductor power switches experienced a big improvement with the charge compensa-

tion principle a few years ago and are still constantly improved, pushing the efficiency and

power density limits further. A quick overview of the different loss sources in a SMPS and

how they influence the efficiency is given in section 3.2.

Nowadays digital control loops often replace analog ones due to the improvement of

microcontrollers in speed and cost, enabling more complex control strategies for an even

higher performance of the SMPS for instance by being able to utilize soft switching tech-

niques, which is a requirement for a high efficient SMPS and is explained in section 3.3.

The generation of a high voltage DC by direct rectification of the grid voltage, for instance

with a bridge rectifier, leads to a high harmonic distortion, since the capacitor is only

charged when the line voltage is around its peak value, as will be shown later in this

chapter. These harmonics may produce higher line rms currents, which don’t add any real

power to the actual load therefore increase the losses, may cause oscillations and endanger

the stability of the system operation, may mistrigger protection circuits or may cause EMI

problems, which will be shortly covered in section 3.4.

In the past the grid quality was deteriorated from pollution until the 1980s, then the

first technical standard, the IEEE519-1981 was released, which aimed to help engineers

with technical design references and started the research in the area of PFC to reduce the

harmonic content produced by electronics which are connected to the grid. In the 1990s

switch mode power supplies began to replace the bulky linear power supplies, increasing

efficiency and power density of a power supply, but with the increasing popularity of SMPS
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and their increased harmonics the research into the topic PFC became further strengthened.

[19]

A typical modern power supply runs on the grid, delivers one or more regulated DC

output voltages, where the output has to be isolated from the input and it has to satisfy

regulations in terms of harmonic distortion of the current drawn from the mains, which is

today achieved with an extra, often mandatory, PFC stage that shapes the current sinusoidal

and furthermore the PFC stage must be able to to handle different sinusoidal main voltages,

which may vary in frequency from usually 50 to 60 Hz and in voltage from 110 V to 230 V.

Fig. 3.1 shows an overview of possible electronic voltage converters.

Voltage converters

Transformer Mains converter DC/DC

PFC

prim. switched sek. switched

electrical storage

charge pump

magnetical storage

flyback forward push pull

Figure 3.1: Overview of voltage converters. [29]

In the following different hard and soft switched topologies for PFC and DC/DC con-

verter systems, which are typically and often encountered in modern power-supplies are

explained. The switches of the presented topologies are all MOSFETs, which is standard

today. These switches are either on or off and do not operate in their active region, leading

to a significant reduction in power loss, [30].

To show the need for a PFC the difference between a direct AC/DC conversion with

a full bridge rectifier, a full bridge rectifier with a passive PFC and an active PFC with

different control methods for the standard boost and more advanced bridgeless topologies

in section 3.5 are shown, including the spectrum of the harmonics.

Since the output voltage for a server supply is usually much lower than the DC-link

voltage of the PFC a DC/DC conversion stage is needed afterwards. On top regulations

for power supplies require that the output of the power supply is isolated from the mains,

therefore only solutions with isolation were investigated in section 3.6. Based on the fol-

lowing comparisons the topologies for the prototype where chosen.
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3.2 Loss characteristic and e�ciency

For a system the efficiency is defined as output power over input power, see eq. (3.1),

where Pin is the total input power, Pout the output power and Pv the power lost, which

can be approximated for small Pv with the taylor series. For a real system the efficiency is

always smaller than one.

η =
Pout

Pin
=

Pout

Pout + Pv
=

1
1 + Pv

Pout

≈ 1− Pv

Pout
. (3.1)

The composition of the lost power Pv is shown with eq. (3.2),

Pv = Pv,0 + Pv,I + Pv,II = k0 + kI · Pout + kII · P2
out, (3.2)

where Pv,0 is constant lost power independent from the output power for powering the

auxiliary systems comprising the control and measurement circuitry, gate drive standby

power and maybe cooling power for fans. Additionally Pv,0 also includes lost power from

capacitive switching loss of the power semiconductors and core losses which are by a first

approximation for the boost inductors only dependent on the switching frequency, the duty

cycle and the output voltage. For the transformer of the DC/DC converter the losses also

mainly depend on the switching frequency, the input voltage and also the leakage current

especially for electrolytic capacitors. The part Pv,I depends linearly on the output power

Pout and covers switching loss which can be approximated as a current dependent loss and

loss from bipolar semiconductors causing an approximated current independent forward

voltage drop, like diodes. The last part Pv,II describes current dependent losses, which

increase with the square of the current, including conduction loss of switches, magnetics

and capacitors.

L Iin
RL D

+ −UF

Iout

R

+

−

Uout

RESR

C2Rp

RDSon

S CE,eq

+

−

Uin

R(s)
Paux

Figure 3.2: Power losses in a DC/DC boost converter, [7].

For shaping the efficiency curve and for being able to choose a point for highest efficiency,

the above mentioned loss components are now closer investigated.
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For a constant power loss, the efficiency

η0 =
1

1 + Pv,0
Pout

=
1

1 + k0
Pout

≈ 1− k0

Pout
, (3.3)

improves with increasing output power. For very low output powers the efficiency tends

to zero therefore at zero output power the efficiency is zero. The constant loss has great

influence on the partial load efficiency.

Linear output power dependent loss Pv,I lowers the efficiency constantly,

ηI =
1

1 + Pv,I
Pout

=
1

1 + kI
≈ 1− kI = const. (3.4)

The quadratic part of the losses has no influence for zero output power but an increased

influence for full output power,

ηII =
1

1 + Pv,II
Pout

=
1

1 + kIIPout
≈ 1− kIIPout. (3.5)

For maximizing the efficiency at a certain operating point, the total efficiency can be

rewritten,

η =
1

1 + k0
Pout

+ kI + kIIPout
≈ 1−

(
k0

Pout
+ kI + kIIPout

)
, (3.6)

and with eq. 3.1,

Pv

Pout
=

k0

Pout
+ kI + kIIPout → min, (3.7)

and with eq. 3.2 results in

−k0
1

Pout
2 + kII = 0→ Pv,0 = Pv,II,ηmax, (3.8)

showing that the efficiency is highest for a certain point if the quadratic and constant losses

are equal. The output power with the highest efficiency can then be calculated with

Pout,ηmax =

√
k0

kII
, (3.9)

and the maximum efficiency with

ηmax = 1− kI −
√

k0kII. (3.10)

Showing that the linear losses Pv,I have an influence on the maximum achievable effi-

ciency but they have no influence for the output power with maximum efficiency. [7]
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3.3 Soft switching

In a hard switched topology the switches are turned off under current and turned on under

voltage, resulting in high stress for the switches and high power loss, which respectively

increases linearly with the switching frequency. Additionally high di/dt and dv/dt transi-

tions occur producing lot of unwanted EMI. For achieving highest efficiencies and a high

power density a soft switched topology is required. Soft switching implies that the switch is

turned on under zero voltage and turned off under zero current, which is done by exploit-

ing LC resonance transitions. In a hard switched topology there are not only losses caused

due to the overlap of voltage and current during the switching transition additionally the

output charge of a MOSFET is dissipated as heat at every turn on, reducing the efficiency

drastically for increasing switching frequencies. The associated switching waveforms and

the calculation of the switching loss are closer investigated in section A.1. These losses de-

pend mainly on the switching speed, where switches consisting of new materials like GaN

or SiC offer a much higher switching speed and therefore lowering switching losses by an

order of magnitude compared to traditional silicon devices. On the other hand due to the

steeper slopes of voltage and current transitions also EMI is increased. The device stress

during a hard switched transition is compared to a soft-switched transition, relatively high

because of the high current or voltage and therefore the switch must be operated in a Safe

Operating Area (SOA), see Fig. 3.3, where the SOA is inside the dotted outlines. The area

beneath the curves is also equal the lost power during the switching transition. Due to the

parasitic inductances of the circuit and the device itself the demands on the switch are often

further increased. In power electronics a compromise between efficiency and power den-

sity has always to be made, [31, 32]. With resonant topologies higher switching frequencies

are possible, since the switching loss is significantly reduced, resulting in a higher possible

power density. [30]

3.4 Electromagnetic Interference

EMI is caused from high dv/dt and di/dt values and may cause disturbances to other

equipment or to the equipment itself. Two different forms of EMI are known, radiated and

conducted, where radiated EMI is found at higher frequencies and it spreads by radiation

and conducted EMI travels over the wiring and is usually below 10 MHz. Power elec-

tronic circuits usually produce EMI noise with a broad frequency range from the switching

frequency up to several megahertz, where the low frequency range, ranging from 10 to

150 kHz has received the most attention by several standards. EMI issues can be the reason

for an erroneous turned on switch, when it should not be turned on leading to a shoot-

through which can destroy one or more devices, or it interferes with measurements making
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u

i

soft
off
on

SOA

Figure 3.3: Switching transitions for soft switching and hard switching with the Safe Oper-

ating Area of the switch, [30].

the control less reliable or unstable. Radiated EMI can be reduced with metal shielding,

for example by enclosing the whole power supply in a metal case to reduce the radiated

EMI for other equipment. For the power supply itself a careful layout design can reduce

the cross-talk significantly. The conducted EMI can further be split into common mode

and differential mode noise, where the differential mode noise is a measured current or

voltage between the main lines and common mode noise is measured between the main

line and ground. To reduce this noise generated by the switching of the power supply

a filter is usually needed to satisfy the regulations. The common mode occurs because

of parasitic elements like stray capacitors and stray electric and magnetic fields. Several

regulations exist for the conducted EMI for different kinds of equipment, which state a

certain limit of allowed noise. The differential and common mode noise is always mea-

sured over a Line Impedance Stabilization Network (LISN) network, which is a low pass

filter with a known impedance that is placed between the grid and the Device Under Test

(DUT). The conducted EMI is then measured as voltage over EMI receivers. To be able to

compare EMI measurements, detailed specifications for the detectors exist, where the most

common types are peak, quasi-peak and average detectors, which are based on RC circuits

with different defined charging/discharging constants. A peak detector for example has

a very short charging constant and a long discharging constant. The quasi-peak detectors

were primarly developed for emulation of the human ear, where the charging constant is

1 ms and the discharging constant is 160 ms. The average detector averages over a long
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time period of one second. In soft switched topologies the EMI noise is already reduced,

lowering the requirements for the filter and saving further on cost and volume. In case of a

hard switched topology good designed snubber circuits can also lower the EMI and are as

well most of the time needed to lower the device stress. To reduce magnetic fields already

during the layout design the enclosed area by a current loop should be kept as small as

possible, which means that the conductors should run always as close as possible to the re-

turn wire. In order to reduce stray capacitances and with that the common mode noise the

area of exposed metal at the switching potential should be as far away from ground as pos-

sible. Nevertheless even if everything mentioned above has been taken care of, a EMI filter

is often still necessary to satisfy regulations. A typical filter for that is shown in Fig. 3.4,

where LDM is the inductance for the differential mode, LCM for the common mode, CDM

the capacitor for the differential mode and CCM for the differential mode. The common

mode inductor is an inductor wrapped on a single core in opposite direction generating

flux only for common mode noise. For differential mode noise the flux is canceled. For the

capacitors used in the EMI filter it is important that the series inductance is low, that the

dielectric and ohmic losses are low and that the capacitance is stable over the frequency.

[19, 30]

LCM/2 LDM/2

CDM

LCM/2LDM/2

CCM/2

CCM/2

Grid Load

Figure 3.4: Typical schematic of a single stage EMI filter for common and differential mode.

3.5 Power factor correction

Today active PFC circuits are required by international regulations to limit the harmonic

distortions on the mains, like the „EN 61000-3-2“ which states that an active PFC circuit is

required if more than 75 W are drawn from the grid. This number is subjected to be even

lower in the near future. A PFC also maximizes the real power that can be drawn from the

grid by equalizing the shape of the current with the mains voltage and therefore emulates

a resistive load. To measure how good a PFC performs this emulation, the calculation of
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the power factor can be used, which is the ratio of real power over apparent power, see

eq. (3.11),

PF =
real Power(W)

apparent power (VA)
, (3.11)

where the real power is calculated over a period of the instantaneous current multiplied

with the instantaneous voltage i(t) · u(t) and the apparent power is the effective value of the

input voltage multiplied with the effective value of the input current, [30, 33], which should

result in a value of one for a perfect PFC. Only the fundamental component increases the

real power and harmonics contribute to the apparent power. For a power factor of one

no harmonics are allowed which means the input current has the same shape as the input

voltage and is in phase with the input voltage. This can also be expressed with the Total

Harmonic Distortion (THD) of the current, see eq. (3.12),

THD = 100 ·
√

∞

∑
h=2

I2
h

I2
1

, (3.12)

where Ih is the sum of the quadratic harmonic currents and I1 is the fundamental current.

Vice versa the distortion power factor can be calculated from the THD, see eq. (3.13). [34, 35]

DPF =

√
1

1 + THD2 . (3.13)

The DPF describes the distortion of the current from an ideal sinus. The power factor PF

also consideres the phase angle φ between the line voltage and the current and is defined

with eq. (3.14). [7]

PF =

√
1

1 + THD2 · cos(φ). (3.14)

3.5.1 Uncontrolled passive PFC

Fig. 3.5 shows a standard bridge rectifier circuit without PFC and Fig. 3.6 shows it with an

additional inductor as passive PFC. Additionally, Fig. 3.7 shows the according waveforms.

Passive PFC are still used because of their high reliability and power handling capability for

heavy loads like arc furnaces, metal rolling mills, electrical locomotives, etc., [19]. Without

a PFC a high inrush current like in Fig. 3.7a can be observed, which is also causing a lot

of harmonic distortions, which is shown in Fig. 3.7c. By introducing a filter inductor the

input current shape is more sinusoidal as well the peak current is lowered, see Fig. 3.7b,

which also reduces the harmonic content, see Fig. 3.7d. Due to an additional voltage drop

across the inductor the output voltage of the rectifier is lower compared to just a full bridge

rectification, but also the ripple of the output voltage is reduced. Due to the lowered peak
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current with the inductor the efficiency is approximately the same, since also the diodes

losses are lower, compared to a fullbridge rectifier without PFC. To satisfy the „EN 61000-

3-2“ a passive PFC requires often huge and expensive magnetic components, if its possible

to fulfill the requirements at all. [30]

V CDC

Figure 3.5: Standard bridge rectifier

without PFC.

V

Lf

CDC

Figure 3.6: Standard bridge rectifier with

passive PFC.

Since passive PFC are expensive, bulky and limit the achievable power factor, active PFC

circuits are required. The next sections will present the most common used active PFC

topologies followed with a comparison of their advantages or disadvantages.

3.5.2 Active PFC

Active PFC circuits are always controlled and are able to draw sinusoidal currents from the

grid by emulating a pure resistive load. If the drawn current is sinusoidal and in phase

with the mains voltage the drawn reactive power is zero and only real power is drawn and

the power factor then is one making the THD zero. The emulation of a resistive load can

be accomplished with an increased DC-link voltage, making a boost topology viable.

3.5.2.1 Standard PFC Boost

One of the simplest and widely used active PFC circuits is a full bridge rectifier followed

with a boost converter [36], shown in Fig. 3.8. This circuit can operate in CCM, Discontinu-

ous Conduction Mode (DCM) or Boundary Conduction Mode (BCM), as shown in Fig. 3.9.

In CCM, see Fig. 3.9a, the ripple of the inductor current iL is the lowest and the control

is done with a fixed frequency. In DCM (see Fig. 3.9b) the inductor current always goes

down to zero and stays there until the next switching cycle begins. In BCM (see Fig. 3.9c)

the switch is turned on as soon as the inductor current reaches zero.

Tab. 3.1 shows the advantages and disadvantages for the three possible operating modes

for the boost PFC.

Advantages:

The standard boost has the advantage of simplicity, both in control and components and it
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of no PFC and a passive PFC.
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Figure 3.8: Standard Boost PFC with full bridge rectifier.
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Table 3.1: Comparison of CCM, DCM and BCM operation modes of the PFC.

Advantages Disadvantages

CCM lowest rms current, fixed frequency largest inductor value, always hard

switching

DCM fixed frequency, lower inductor value,

zero voltage and current turn on

highest rms current

BCM lower inductor value, zero current turn

on,

variable frequency
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(a) PFC boost in CCM mode.
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(b) PFC boost in DCM mode.
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(c) PFC boost in BCM mode.

Figure 3.9: Different PFC operating modes.
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can achieve a good power factor.

Disadvantages:

The greatest disadvantages are the rectifier diodes on the input. In this circuit the current

has to flow through at least two diodes, producing a high and constant loss, especially at

higher output powers. Especially for low line input (110 V) high efficiencies (98% and more)

are therefore unreachable. The second drawback is the boost diode, which reduces the

efficiency further by the forward voltage drop and the reverse recovery loss. By replacing

the boost diode with a SiC diode, the reverse recovery loss gets negligible small, boosting

the efficiency, but increasing cost heavily. Also the forwards voltage drop of SiC diodes is

higher compared with a PiN-diode diode.

3.5.2.2 Bridgeless Boost

To achieve a higher efficiency the passive full bridge rectifier are replaced with active

switches. One idea is the bridgeless boost PFC, see Fig. 3.10, which requires two active

switches instead of one like in the standard boost. In this topology the current also only

flows through two semiconductor devices at a time which makes high efficiency designs

possible.

Uline

L
D1

S1 S2

D2

Cout

Figure 3.10: Bridgeless boost PFC.

Advantages:

This topology is a bridgeless topology without the input rectifier. This enables high effi-

ciencies with minimum components and simple control.

Disadvantages:

The drawback in the shown configuration is the increased Common Mode (CM) noise by

charging the parasitic capacitors between the AC ground and the output ground [37, 38].

This can be reduced by splitting the boost inductor into two inductors, half of the required
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inductance is then connected to each AC grid line. But there is still a boost diode which

causes a forward voltage drop and in case of no SiC device, a reverse recovery loss.

3.5.2.3 Bridgeless Totem Pole

This topology, see Fig. 3.11, replaces the boost diode with another semiconductor switch,

eliminating the forward voltage drop and the reverse recovery loss and promises highest

efficiency. This topology may be operated in CCM, which requires devices with a very low

reverse recovery charge like GaN and a low parasitic output capacitance [8], or in a sort of

BCM with traditional silicon superjunction devices, called TCM mode.

Uline

L

Cout

S1 S2

S3 S4

Figure 3.11: Totem pole boost PFC.

Advantages:

The current flows only through two semiconductors at any time, and both are switches

which have a lower voltage drop than diodes due to a low on-resistance RDSon. With new

next generation power devices like GaN the circuit can be operated in CCM with a fixed

frequency, making the control again simple.

Disadvantages:

If operating in TCM mode with either GaN or traditional silicon devices the control is a

bit more complicated, since the switching frequency varies. Additionally for the control,

information about the current through the inductor is needed, like the inductor zero current

crossings, which requires additional circuitry.

3.5.2.4 Triangular Current Mode Resonant PFC

For the prototype chosen topology is the totem pole boost PFC running in TCM mode,

[39–43]. If the switches are switched in a triangular current pattern which is similar like

in BCM, its possible to switch them always on in a zero voltage condition, resulting in

nearly no turn-on losses. This topology shows most advantages for a high efficiency PFC
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with traditional silicon devices. Further to minimize conduction loss and the input current

ripple multiple phases can be implemented and operated parallel but out of phase to each

other, see Fig. 3.12 for a TCM PFC with three phases.

uline

L1 − L3

S11

S12

S21

S22

S31

S32

SSS1

SSS2

Cout

Figure 3.12: TCM PFC with three phases.

Advantages:

As already described for the bridgeless totem pole PFC this topology offers low conduction

loss and if switched in a TCM pattern the on-switching loss is greatly reduced. There is

only a off-switching loss left, since the switches have to be turned off under current. The

small turn-on loss, due to the non-ideal parasitic output capacitance where it is not possible

to recover again 100% of the stored energy, can be neglected. The switches SSS1 and SSS2

switch relatively slow with the line frequency and can be devices with a very low RDSon.

Disadvantages:

For every phase additional circuitry for current measurement is needed. The control is due

to the changing switching frequency more complex.

3.6 DC/DC Conversion

For DC/DC conversion it has to be distinguished between non-isolated and isolated so-

lutions. Safety requires for a SMPS which is connected to the mains, that the output is

isolated from the input (e.g. „DIN EN 61558-2-16“). Respectively this section will describe

only topologies for DC/DC conversion topologies which offer isolation.

The PFC is followed by a DC/DC conversion which transforms the high DC-link voltage

down to a smaller regulated DC voltage usually suited for computers and servers (12 or

5 V). It can be differentiated between flyback, forward and push pull topologies. In a

flyback topology the energy is stored in a magnetic component and later released to the
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load, using the magnetics like an inductor. In a forward and push pull DC/DC converter

the energy goes directly through the magnetics to the load without using the magnetics

components as an intermediate storage. Another criteria for the DC/DC converter is the

acceptable range of the input voltage. The wider the possible range to guarantee operation,

the fewer DC-link capacitors are required, which saves on space and cost, but it might but

limitations on the design of the converter. A wider input range is required to satisfy the

hold-up time criteria, which means that even if there is no power from the mains for a

specific timeframe, the converter has to keep up the output power. During that time the

energy stored in the DC-link capacitors is utilized resulting in a decreasing voltage across

the DC-link capacitors, while the output voltage still has to be maintained at full load for

the required hold-up time.

3.6.1 Flyback converter

The flyback converter is similar to the buck-boost converter just with two windings on the

inductor to provide isolation, see Fig. 3.13. The simplicity and low component count make

the flyback a frequent used topology for the lower power ranges. For higher powers the

flyback is usually not a good choice and other topologies are therefore chosen. Reason

for this is the stored energy in the leakage inductance, which also increases the stress for

the primary switch. The operation principle is to store energy in the magnetics during

the time when the switch is on, while reverse biasing the diode. If the switch is off, the

current can not flow on the primary, but the current must continue to flow, so the diode

on the secondary becomes forward biased and the energy is transferred to the output.

The operation is similar to the operation of a buck-boost converter with the difference of

the coupled inductor. Together with the stray inductance of the tracks, the transformer

leakage inductance and the output capacitance of the switch a LC series resonance circuit

is formed, which might lead to high voltage spikes at the turn off introducing the need for

a snubber circuit to protect and lower the stress of the primary switch. To limit the loss in

the snubber circuit the frequency cant get too high, which on the other hand increases the

size of the magnetic component to store more energy. Usually flyback converters are only

used for power supplies up to 250 W of output power due to the above mentioned reasons

and the cost factor. By replacing the diode on the secondary side with a switch it is even

possible to operate in a quasi-resonant operation reducing the on-turning loss further by

valley switching or even zero voltage switching by reversing the current on the secondary

side. This operation is also possible for the standard configuration of the flyback in Fig. 3.13

by replacing the diode with an active controlled switch. There exists another solution of a

dual flyback converter, which works if the output voltage is lower than the primary side

voltage [30, 44], see Fig. 3.14 for the schematic of the primary side. The secondary side
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is not drawn since its identical to the conventional flyback in Fig. 3.13. This configuration

allows to feed the energy stored in the leakage inductance back to the source.

+−uDC

Tr

S1

D

Cout

Figure 3.13: Schematic of a flyback con-

verter.

+−uDC

S1

Tr

S2

D2

D1

Figure 3.14: Dual switch flyback con-

verter (primary side only).

Advantages: The flyback is simple to control and has the lowest component count, which

makes it cheap and also offers isolation. Additionally no output inductor for filtering is

required.

Disadvantages: It is only viable for lower output powers due to the too high cost com-

pared with other topologies at higher power levels. If synchronous rectification should be

used, special care has to be taken for the voltage spike at the turn-off event.

3.6.2 Forward converter

The forward converter is also called the working horse of power electronics. It passes

contrary to the flyback converter the input energy directly to the output without using

the magnetics components as an intermediate energy storage. The schematic is shown in

Fig. 3.15 where it can be observed that it looks similar to the dual switch flyback converter.

The additional diode D4 on the secondary side is needed as freewheeling diode for the

output filter.

For the time equivalent of the duty cycle both switches are switched on building up a

magnetizing current in the transformer and are then switched off again. During the off-

time of the switches the magnetizing current flows back into the source, which is here the

DC-link capacitor, bringing the magnetizing current again down to zero therefore prevent-

ing the transformer from running into saturation. The diodes on the secondary side can be

replaced with MOSFETs for synchronous rectification to increase the efficiency. The draw-

backs of this converter are the only uni-directional utilization of the transformer and due

to the hard switching of the primary switches the switching frequency and therefore the
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Figure 3.15: Two transistor forward converter.

power density is limited.

Advantages: Again as the flyback the advantage of a simple control and it can also be

used for higher powers.

Disadvantages: The two transistor forward converter has a higher switch count than

the flyback converter and an output filter is needed. Also the transformer is only utilized

uni-directional.

3.6.3 Phase-shifted Zero-Voltage-Switched bridge

The PS-ZVS bridge is a push pull converter, which is similar to the forward converter. It

can be build in a half bridge configuration, saving two switches in addition of a capacitive

voltage divider, which is usually done for lower powers, since then only half the voltage

can be applied across the transformer, but requiring double of the current, or in a full

bridge configuration with four switches on the primary side, see Fig. 3.16. The name of the

circuit derives of the possibility to switch every switch on at zero voltage, resulting in low

turn-on loss even at high switching frequencies. The secondary side can be in a center tap

configuration, see Fig. 3.16 or in a current doubler configuration , see Fig. 3.17.

The current doubler configuration has the disadvantage of requiring two output induc-

tors, but the current through each inductor is only half the current of the center tapped

configuration. Also the frequency of the current through the inductors is the switching

frequency, compared to the center tap configuration, where the current through the output

inductor has double the switching frequency. Usually the current doubler configuration is

more efficient for high output current applications (greater than 100 A) and since there is

no center tap for the transformer needed, the transformer construction is easier and not so

expensive.
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Figure 3.16: Schematic of a PSZVS bridge with center tap configuration on the secondary

side.
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Figure 3.17: Schematic of a PSZVS bridge with current doubler configuration on the sec-

ondary side.
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A big advantage for the PS-ZVS bridge is the relatively simple implementation of a fixed

frequency control, therefore it is well known and widely distributed in industry. The PS-

ZVS bridge can achieve high efficiencies at medium to high loads. At low loads the stored

energy in the leakage inductance of the transformer might not be high enough to achieve

full ZVS switching, failing to discharge the output capacitors of the MOSFETs, introduc-

ing turn-on losses at low load and voltage spikes across the switches. A solution for this

is for example the introduction of an additional inductor in series with the transformer

primary to be able to store more energy and to achieve zero voltage turn-ons even at low

load. The price for this additional inductor is not only increased cost and additional re-

quired space but it also limits the slope of the current through the transformer every time

the current polarity is changed, limiting the maximum power which can be transferred.

Another possibility to achieve zero voltage turn-ons for the primary switches under lower

load conditions is the utilization of MOSFETs with smaller chip size to lower the output

capacitance, with the disadvantage of also increasing the on-resistance and thus also the

conduction losses.

Advantages: The PS-ZVS bridge has a simple fixed frequency control scheme and promises

high efficiency for the medium to high load range. Due to the soft on-switching of the pri-

mary MOSFETs higher operating frequencies are possible compared to the two transistor

forward converter for example, which can shrink the magnetic components.

Disadvantages: The turn-off of the MOSFETs is still a hard turn off, so some losses are

generated here. At low load conditions special care has to be taken to still achieve full

ZVS switching. Also during the turn-off of the synchronous rectifier switches, like for the

above mentioned topologies, over-voltage spikes occur, requiring a snubber network. For

the hold-up time criteria some efficiency during normal operation is needed to sacrifice to

widen the allowed voltage input range.

3.6.4 LLC converter

With an LLC converter, where the name derives from the series connection of a resonance

inductance, a transformer magnetizing inductance and a capacitor, it is possible to achieve

zero voltage turn-on over the whole load range and nearly zero current turn-off (around

the magnetizing current, depending if its running over- or under-resonant), by utilizing all

parasitic elements in the circuit. Since there is nearly no switching loss in a LLC converter,

high efficiency in combination with a high power density is possible. Basically the LLC

switches at its series resonance frequency by alternating turning on the primary switches

with a 50% duty cycle (including a small dead time to prevent shoot-through). During the
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dead time the voltage across the switch which will be turned on next, will resonate to zero,

so it can be switched on under zero voltage and the synchronous rectifiers switches can be

turned on and off under zero current, which also eliminates over-voltage spikes at turn-off

events across the synchronous rectifier switches. The control of the secondary switches is

easy as long as the circuit runs on its resonance frequency, which means that the DC link

voltage has to be constant and no gain or attenuation is needed. Because of the hold-up

requirement for computer and server power supplies it can not be guaranteed that the in-

put voltage (the DC link voltage) for the LLC is always constant. In the case that the LLC

has to work aside from its resonance frequency making the control for the correct timings

of the secondary synchronous rectifiers difficult, which is also a problem for dynamic load

changes or at start up. Various control schemes for the LLC converter exist already. A

big difference to the above mentioned DC/DC converters is that the control must be done

with a frequency modulation instead of pulse-width modulation, usually operated near its

resonance frequency f0. One method for this is to model the LLC with an approximation,

the First Harmonic Approximation (FHA), assuming that the circulating current has only

a single frequency and that it is purely sinusoidal [45], which is a good approximation if

the circuit runs at its resonance frequency. With this method the non-linear non-sinusoidal

model can be simplified into a linear sinusoidal model and the load dependent gain Mg

can be calculated dependent on the frequency. Other recently research about controlling

the LLC converter, especially in terms of minimizing the device stress during dynamic load

steps, was concluded about optimal trajectory control, where the author demonstrated the

response during various dynamically events ranging from a soft startup to load steps and

burst mode control, [46, 47].

Advantages: The LLC converter promises highest efficiency of all presented converters

paired with high power density and a wide input voltage range capability.

Disadvantages: With all the above mentioned advantages, the LLC has the disadvantage

that the control is by far the most complex. There exists already commercially available

controllers for the LLC, but with fast dynamic load changes the LLC is still a challenge.

3.7 Conclusion

To reach the efficiency, especially for a high efficiency over the whole load range, soft

switching is a required criteria for the PFC and for the following DC/DC stage. Further

for the PFC stage a bridgeless topology looks most promising to reduce the amount of

semiconductors through which the current flows at a time. Since diodes have a reverse

recovery charge (in case of inexpensive SiC diodes) and a forward voltages drop, a topology
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Figure 3.18: Schematic of a LLC half bridge converter with center tap at the secondary.

with just MOSFETs is preferred. Therefore for the PFC stage the TCM topology was chosen,

since the current always flows through only two MOSFETs at a time and a ZVS turn-on

is always possible. For the DC/DC stage the LLC is probably in terms of efficiency and

power density the best choice but it is also the most complicated topology in terms of

control and is therefore not so reliable. For a more reliable and simpler demonstrator

therefore the PS-ZVS full bridge was chosen. Simulations before building the demonstrator

promised furthermore that the PS-ZVS bridge is adequate to achieve the desired efficiencies

for titanium level over the whole load range.
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4
Proposed solution for a wide-range input

power supply

4.1 Introduction

The key idea behind the thesis is the utilization of low voltage MOSFETs like the OptiMOS
TM

[48], which offer a better FOM in comparison with high voltage MOSFETs like CoolMOS
TM

.

This idea picked up lately more attention in the research to further increase the limits of

efficiency and power density [15, 16, 49, 50]. Here two identical modules are re-configured

dependent on the mains voltage, either both operating in serial and capacitively dividing

the grid voltage for high line input or operating in parallel for low line input. To keep

the power density as high as possible with this approach only two modules where chosen

each being able to deliver 500 W of output power at 12 V. The parallel configuration at low

line input when both stages operate in parallel is illustrated in Fig. 4.1 and for high line

both are stacked in series, see Fig. 4.2. In this configuration the efficiency of one module is

equal to the total efficiency, since every module always works with the same input voltage.

Each module consists of a TCM resonant PFC circuit [39–43] (TCM-PFC) with a PS-ZVS

full bridge as an isolating DC/DC converter afterwards which has a center tap rectification

on the secondary side. To supply the gate driver, control and measurement circuits with all

the required different and isolated voltages an auxiliary supply in form of a quasi-resonant

flyback was chosen, which is as well integrated into each module. The schematic for a

single module, as shown in Fig. 4.3, shows the circuit comprises of an interleaved TCM

PFC, a DC Link capacitor and a PS-ZVS bridge for DC/DC conversion. The input capaci-

tor used for the capacitive voltage division is relatively small (here 4.7 µF) to minimize the

phaseshift between the line voltage and the input current and as well save space and cost.

Fig. 4.4 shows an image of the prototype for one module. It is constructed in a way that

two modules can be stacked into each other, minimizing the total required volume.
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Figure 4.1: Proposed principle schematic

for low line input.
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Figure 4.2: Proposed principle schematic

for high line input.
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Figure 4.3: Basic schematic for a single module consisting of the resonant triangular cur-

rent mode PFC and a PS-ZVS bridge with center tapped rectification on the

secondary side.
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Figure 4.4: Image of the prototype (one module).
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For the re-configuration between high and low-line input, relays or semiconductor switches

can be utilized, which requires a minimum of three bidirectional blocking switches. In case

of relays the switches add nearly zero additional conduction loss. The schematic for this is

shown in Fig. 4.5, [51].

M1

M2

Figure 4.5: Schematic for switching the modules between serial and parallel connection.

The operation principle of the TCM PFC with the possible switch states and their equa-

tions, as well how a zero voltage turn-on can be achieved will be presented in section 4.2

followed with details about the control implementation, explained on the basis of block

diagrams. At the end of the chapter measured results from the prototype in contrast to

simulated results are shown. For the DC/DC converter the PS-ZVS bridge is explained in

section 4.3 starting with its basic operation and explaining the different possible phases.

To reduce conduction loss, which is essential for a high efficiency power supply with a

low voltage output, synchronous rectification on the secondary side is mandatory followed

with an explanation of the overvoltage spikes at the turn-off of the synchronous rectifi-

cation switches and how to reduce them to be able to use lower voltage devices with a

better FOM. For preventing a run-away of the flux in the transformer of the DC/DC con-

verter from unequal excitation the used method is presented in section 4.3.4.1 and details

about the transformer construction and how to increase the stray inductance to achieve

zero voltage turn-ons down to low loads is illustrated in section 4.3.5.

4.2 Triangular current mode PFC recti�er

Regulations require that the input current has the same sinusoidal waveform shape as the

line input voltage, therefore a PFC is mandatory for SMPS. In this chapter the required

specifications for the PFC and the basic operation of the TCM PFC is presented with a way

to pre-calculate the switch timings to control the converter in a predictive way. The indi-

vidual control loops are explained with a short explanation how it was implemented inside

the microcontroller and the Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). Since the converter

can operate in series with another module all the voltage measurements are required to

be isolated. The zero current events from the boost inductors, which are required by the

control method, are measured naturally isolated with saturating transformers [52].
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4.2.1 Introduction and basic operation

The basic operation of the TCM PFC is shown on the basis of the switching pattern for the

current through the boost inductor in Fig. 4.6 with the equivalent simplified circuit with

only one phase and a DC input source in Fig. 4.7.

t

iL

Ton

TRT1

Toff

TR

TRT2

TRv

Figure 4.6: Basic triangular current

waveform of the PFC [39].

+−VDC

S2

S1

Figure 4.7: Equivalent simplified circuit

for the TCM PFC.

One switching cycle consists of a charging period of the inductor (Ton,TRv), two resonant

transitions(TRT1, TRT2) and a discharging period (Toff, TR). The MOSFETs have a nonlinear

voltage dependent output capacity COSS, see Fig. 4.9. During the resonant transitions the

voltages across the switches decrease or increase (depending on the resonant transition and

switch) in an S-shape, see Fig. 4.8, because of the nonlinear output capacitance COSS. When

the output capacitor is discharged, the voltage across the MOSFET is zero and it is possible

to turn it on without losing the stored charge in the output capacitance, which would be

lost in a hard switched topology. [42]

1. At the beginning switch S2 is on and the boost inductor is charging.

2. After Ton, S2 is switched off and both switches are off for the resonant time TRT1. Dur-

ing the resonant time the inductor current charges both parasitic nonlinear voltage

dependent output capacitors COSS of the MOSFETs. During TRT1, the voltage across

S2 is increasing and the voltage across S1 is decreasing to zero like a S-shape.

3. When the voltage reaches zero, S1 is switched on for the duration of Toff and TR

de-energizing the boost inductor and reversing the current after Toff.

4. After the time TR switch S1 is switched off. For input voltages below half the DC-link

output voltage no negative current is required to achieve zero voltage switching (ZVS)

and S1 can be switched off at zero current, while it is still possible to discharge the

output capacitor of S2 for a zero voltage turn on. For input voltages higher than half
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the DC-link voltage, S1 is on for an additional time TR energizing the boost inductor

with a negative current in resulting that a ZVS turn-on can be achieved again.

5. After switching off S1, the second resonant transition starts, which increases the volt-

age across S1 like a S-shape (see Fig. 4.8) and decreases the voltage across S2 like a

S-shape.

6. S2 is turned on again, energizing the boost inductor. After TRv the current in the

boost inductor is zero again. From here on the phases 1 to 6 are repeated again.
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Figure 4.8: S-shape like voltages across the

MOSFETs for a resonant transi-

tion (S2 was on and is switched

off).
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Figure 4.9: Output capacity over VDS from

an 250 V Optimos 3 (20 mΩ).

The mathematical description of the different phases during the operation of the PFC

explained above is given below. This equations show how the timings can be pre-calculated

by the control. [42]

4.2.1.1 Phase 1

In phase 1 the lower switch S2 is turned on. The current rises in a linear way energizing

the inductor. The input and output voltage during this phase are assumed to be constant,

which is also a true assumption later in case of a sinusoidal input voltage, since the switch-

ing frequency is much higher than the line frequency. Neglecting the inductor resistance

and the on-resistance of the switch S2 the equation for the inductor current can be written

with eq. (4.1). After the specific time TON the current iL in the inductor has reached its peak

value.
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+−uDC

iL(t)

Figure 4.10: Equivalent circuit for energiz-

ing the boost inductor in phase

1.

iL(t) =
uDC

L
∆t + iL(t = 0). (4.1)

4.2.1.2 Phase 2

After TON the lower switch S2 is switched off and both switches are in blocking state. Due

to the energy stored in the inductor the output capacity of the lower switch S2 is charged

and the output capacitor of the upper switch S1 is discharged, as is described with eq. (4.2),

which is the equation for a series resonance circuit, see Fig. 4.11 for the equivalent circuit.

This is the first resonant transition where the output capacitance COSS is non-linear and

voltage dependent, it can only be solved iteratively for an exact solution. The capacitor

COSS// is the equivalent output capacitance of the two output capacitors of the upper and

lower MOSFET in parallel, but the capacity gets a shape like a cup, because as the voltage

across one switch increases, it decreases across the other switch, see Fig. 4.12. The initial

conditions for the second order nonlinear differential equation in this phase are the peak

inductor current iLP which is stored in the inductor after phase 1 and the voltage across

COSS//, which is assumed to be zero.

+−uDC

iL(t)

COSS//

Figure 4.11: Equivalent circuit for the first

resonant transition in phase 2.

uDC = L · iL(t)
dt

+ uC(t)

iL(t) = COSS(uC(t)) ·
uC(t)

dt
.

(4.2)

4.2.1.3 Phase 3

In this stage the boost inductor is de-energizing itself to the DC-link and the current is

falling linearly. To reduce the conduction loss due to the forward voltage drop of the

internal body diode and the reverse recovery charge the upper switch S1 is turned on,

optimally right before its body diode starts to conduct. In case that the input voltage is

lower than half the DC-link voltage a zero-voltage turn-on after a resonant time can be
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Figure 4.12: Equivalent capacity COSS// for the differential equation, with the shape of a

cup (250 V OptiMOS 3, 20 mΩ).

achieved. In case of a higher input voltage than half the DC-link voltage the TOFF time has

to be extended for a time TR until a specific negative current flows through the inductor

to enable later a zero-voltage turn-on of S2. The minimum required negative current and

with that the minimum time TR is an optimization problem which can be calculated as is

shown later in this section. The equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 4.13 and the differential

equation is similar to the one of phase 1, see eq. (4.3). The initial condition for the inductor

current is the current in the inductor after phase 2.

+−uDC

iL(t)

+−uDClink

Figure 4.13: Equivalent circuit for phase 3

where the boost inductor is de-

energized.

uDC − uDClink = L · iL(t)
dt

. (4.3)

4.2.1.4 Phase 4

In this phase, where the second resonant transition occurs, both switches are switched off

again to discharge the output capacitor of the lower switch for a zero-voltage turn-on later.
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The equivalent circuit and the differential equations are identical to phase 2, see Fig. 4.11,

except that the initial conditions differ from phase 2. Dependent on the off-time the initial

inductor current is either zero or negative and the voltage across the non-linear output

capacitor is now the DC-link voltage.

4.2.1.5 Phase 5

Phase 5 is identical to phase 1 from the equations and from the equivalent circuit. It just

defines the time needed from phase 4 to reach again an inductor current of zero, which

changes the initial condition of the inductor current to the value it has after phase 4.

The average current of the PFC for one phase iph1 is the average current through the

boost inductor, which can be expressed with the period TP, the positive peak current after

energizing the inductor îp and the negative peak current after the time TR before the second

resonant transition îN. Since the resonant transitions are very short they can, for simplicity,

be neglected, see eq. (4.4).

iph1 =
1

TP

(
îp · Ton

2
+

îp · Toff

2
+

în · TR

2
+

în · TRv

2

)
. (4.4)

The average current iph1 is always proportional to the line voltage and the calculation

of the required timings Ton, Toff and TR is presented in section 4.2.3.5, where time TRv is

included into Ton. [53]

4.2.1.6 Optimal (minimum) negative inductor current

As mentioned previously for input voltages greater than half the output voltages a negative

current after phase 3 is needed to achieve a ZVS turn on of switch S1 for the simplified DC

case here. A minimum required negative current can be calculated, which helps especially

at higher load conditions to reduce the conduction loss by minimizing the average current

through the PFC. To calculate the minimum required current for the equivalent circuit of

Fig. 4.11 differential equation eq. (4.5) can be solved.

−uDC + LC
d2uc(t)

dt2 + uc(t) = 0. (4.5)

Solving this second order linear differential equation and replacing the non-linear out-

put capacity with a charge-equivalent linear one Cqe, see eq. (4.6), the voltage across the

capacitor leads to eq. (4.7) with the initial conditions at t = 0 of i(t = 0) = iL0 and

uc(t = 0) = uDC.
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Cqe(UDC) =
1

UDC

∫ UDC

0
COSS(uDS)duDS. (4.6)

uc(t) = (uDC − uN)cos(wt) +
iL0

wCqe
sin(wt) + uDC

with w =
1√
LCqe

.
(4.7)

The minimum negative current to reach zero voltage across the capacitor can be now

written as an optimization problem, where the goal is to minimize the voltage across the

capacitor to zero with an minimum initial current iL0, which is the negative current before

the resonant transition.

minimize
iL0

uc(t)2 + i2
L0

subject to uc(t) = (uDC − uN)cos(wt) +
iL0

w · Cqe
sin(wt) + uDC

iL0 ≥ 0.

(4.8)

This optimization problem cannot be solved online because of the limited computational

power of the microcontroller. One idea was to solve it in advance and store the results for

the required minimum negative current in a 3D - Look Up Table (LUT) (see Fig. 4.14) with

interpolation. It can be investigated that the optimum negative current depends only on

the DC-link voltage and the input voltage.
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Figure 4.14: LUT for the minimum required negative current over the input voltage and

DC-link voltage, calculated for a 20 mΩ OptiMOS 3, 250 V.

Using these values for the negative current would minimize the conduction loss and

the switching frequency. The only drawback is the additional needed computation power
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for looking up and interpolating the required negative currents. Using always a constant

negative current which is high enough for the worst case (highest input voltage and min-

imum DC-link voltage) skips this calculation/interpolation and saves computation power.

To reduce the switching frequency especially at low load conditions the negative current

over half a main period can be increased or decreased in dependence of the actual load

which requires a higher negative current for low load to decrease the switching frequency

which creates a better balance between conduction and switching loss. Further it has to be

mentioned that a small negative current is in reality always required since the zero current

measurements of the boost inductor with the saturable transformer core would not work

reliable enough elsewise.

4.2.2 PFC component selection

For the PFC three components which cover the DC-link capacitor, the boost inductors and

the MOSFETs have to be selected to deliver high efficiency and additionally design require-

ments like a minimum hold-up time have to be met. For selecting the boost inductors a

maximum viable inductance is calculated and with that inductance and the peak current

through the inductor cores can be found and optimized. The main requirement for the

DC-link capacitor is to store enough energy to achieve the hold-up time, which is also

connected to the minimum allowed input voltage for the following DC/DC converter. Sec-

ondary goals are a low Equivalent Series Resistance (ESR), low leakage current loss, low

volume and high ripple current capability. For the switches low voltage MOSFETs were

selected and it was differentiated between the fast switching MOSFETs for the boost oper-

ation and the slow switching MOSFETs for the rectification of the line voltage.

4.2.2.1 Boost inductors

For selecting the boost inductor the core losses and the copper losses have to be considered.

The core losses depend on the frequency of the current and the see eq. (4.9). A good guess

for the value of inductor is possible by defining the minimum allowed switching frequency,

see Fig. 4.15.

∆iL = îp + în. (4.9)

The average input current iin(t) can be defined with eq. (4.10).

îin(t) =
îp − în

2
. (4.10)
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Figure 4.15: Sketch for calculating the boost inductor value for limiting the minimum al-

lowed switching frequency.

The period can be calculated by neglecting the relative short resonant timings, leaving

only ton and toff for the total period Tp, see eq. (4.11).

Tp =
∆iL · L

Uin
+

∆iL · L
UDC −Uin

. (4.11)

With the combination of eq. (4.10), eq. (4.9) and eq. (4.12) and inserted into eq. (4.11) the

maximum allowed inductance for a specific minimum switching frequency can be calcu-

lated, see eq. (4.13). The minimum switching frequency was selected to be well out of range

of the audible frequency. This lowest switching frequency is reached during the condition

of the highest load per phase and during the time of the highest mains voltage

Pin =
Pout

η
= Uin · Iin = Uin ·

Îin√
2

(4.12)

Lmax ≤
ηU2

in(UDC −Uin)

2UDC · fmin(Pout
√

2 + în ·Uin · η)
, (4.13)

where the for the voltages Uin and UDC their effective values are inserted, η is the expected

(guessed) efficiency, fmin is the minimum allowed switching frequency, Pout is the maxi-

mum output power for one phase and în is the peak negative current. With the calculated

value for the chosen inductance the current waveforms for each load were calculated and

with them it is possible to select a suitable core. For the core the material of choice was

Molypermalloy Powder (MPP) and for a few selected cores, which were able to support the

required ampere-turns without a too high drop of inductance at peak current, the losses

were compared. The magnetomotive force θ can be calculated with eq. (4.14), where N is
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the amount of required turns, îp is the calculated peak current through the inductor and

AL is the core specific inductance constant in nH/T2,

θ = N · îp ≤ 0.8 · AL. (4.14)

After some suitable cores were found for each one the expected copper and core losses

were calculated and compared as shown in chapter A.

4.2.2.2 DC-link capacitors

The DC-link capacity defines first the amplitude of the DC-link voltage ripple, especially

at higher loads, and secondly the hold-up time. The hold-up time is the time the power

supply can supply full power to the output during an interruption of the mains, usually

measured in milliseconds. The hold-up time requirement for the prototype was set to

10 ms, meaning during a missing half-wave of the mains at full load the output power can

still be maintained. The DC-link capacity defines how fast the DC-link voltage drops when

no input power is supplied and the second stage DC/DC converter can not deliver the

maximum output power, if the DC-link voltage falls below a certain level. The DC/DC

converter was designed to be able to deliver full output power down to a DC-link voltage

of UDCmin. This constraint from the DC/DC converter defines automatically the minimum

required capacitance from the DC-link capacitors. By solving the differential equation for

a RC circuit eq. (4.15) can be derived, which delivers the minimal value for the DC-link

capacitor

CDClink =
tHold-up

R · ln(UDCmin
uDC

)
, (4.15)

where tHold-up is the required hold-up time, R is the equivalent resistance seen at the DC-

link for dissipating the full load energy, UDCmin is the minimum allowed DC-link voltage

where the DC/DC converter is still able to deliver full output power and uDC is the DC-

link voltage during normal operation. To improve further the efficiency by reducing the

ESR the DC-link capacitor is divided into electrolytical capacitors and Multi Layer Ceramic

Capacitor (MLCC)s. The MLCCs help firstly to reduce the ESR and additionally they help

to reduce the stress due to the ripple current for the electrolytical capacitors. If MLCCs are

used the voltage dependent capacity has to be considered, since the capacity drastically

reduces with the voltage, see Fig. 4.16.

For incorporating a larger number of MLCC an additional board like a ram-stick was

constructed, where a larger number of MLCC can be located without using up much vol-

ume. MLCC have beside the lower ESR compared to electrolytic capacitors also a much

lower leakage current and can withstand much higher ripple currents.
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Figure 4.16: Loss of initial capacitance in percent over the DC-bias voltage for MLCC.

4.2.2.3 MOSFETs

For the switches criteria like the maximum blocking voltage, the on-resistance and the gate

charge are the most important factors. Usually a power supply which has to operate at

high and low line uses at least 500 V MOSFETs. The advantages of utilizing low voltage

MOSFETs instead of high voltage MOSFETs were already shown in chapter 2. The new

approach enables the usage of 250 V MOSFETs. This alone dramatically restricts the choice

due to available MOSFETs for that voltage class, as shown in Tab. 4.1.

Table 4.1: Available MOSFETs for the required breakdown voltage from Infineon.

Device RDSon Qg

OptiMOS 250 V 20 mΩ 64 nC

OptiMOS 250 V 60 mΩ 22 nC

The lower the on-resistance the higher is the output capacitance and the gate charge of

the MOSFETs. With the output capacitance of the device the required negative current

can be calculated, see chapter 4.2.1.6. Knowing the minimum required negative current

to achieve a zero voltage turn-on at times of the largest input voltage and knowing as

well the inductance of the boost inductor, the waveform for a period of the mains for all

possible loadpoints can be calculated and the MOSFET which suits better can then be se-

lected, see chapter A.1. For the rectification of the low frequency sine wave two switches

are needed for synchronous rectification which switch with the line frequency that is rela-

tively low compared to the switching frequency of the fast switching MOSFETs. To reduce

the conduction loss of the synchronous rectifier switches, several switches were paralleled.
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Theoretically a large number of switches can be paralleled and the efficiency would get

better and better, the only limiting factors are cost and space. The optimum number of

paralleled switches can be found by comparing the conduction loss with the gate loss. Due

to the low switching frequency the gate loss, which is load independent, is relatively low

compared to the conduction loss therefore the worst-case scenario is for the 10% load con-

dition, where the conduction loss is the lowest. With the current waveform from Fig. 4.15

the effective value for the current inductor current, dependent on the required negative

current can be calculated, see eq. (4.16), where the peak-current ip can be calculated with

eq. (4.17).

iLeff =

√
1

Tp

∫ Tp

0
iL(t)2dt =√√√√ 1

Tp

[∫ ton

0

(
Uin

L
t− în

)2

dt +
∫ toff

0

(
UDC −Uin

L
t + îp

)2

dt

]
.

(4.16)

îp =
Pout

ηUin

√
3 + în. (4.17)

The total losses can be calculated with eq. (4.18), where n is the amount of paralleled

devices and fN is the line frequency and the loss graph is shown in Fig. 4.17.

PvSR = i2
Leff

RDSon

n
+ 2Qg ·UGate · n · fN. (4.18)
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Figure 4.17: Loss of the PFC synchronous
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for 10% and 50% load.
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Fig. 4.17 shows that the optimum number for the synchronous rectifier switches is al-

ready at 10 devices for 10% load, which would require alone for the synchronous rectifi-

cation switches in total already 20 switches. Since the required space and cost have to be

accounted as well, the amount of paralleled switches were chosen to only three. Fig. 4.18

compares the losses of the synchronous rectifier switches for 10% load and 50% load and

shows that the higher the load the higher the number of switches can be chosen for lower

losses, leaving the economic optimum aside.

For the fast switching MOSFETs the effective current per phase for each load was ob-

tained from simulation and the turn-on events of the fast-switching MOSFETs were counted

for the gate losses. With eq. (4.16) and n = 1 the 60 mΩ and 20 mΩ MOSFETs were com-

pared and the result with the losses over the load are shown in Fig. 4.19. The 60 mΩ device

has steeper loss slopes due to the higher conduction losses, but the gate losses are only

about a third compared to the 20 mΩ device, which makes these two MOSFETs relatively

identical. In the end the 20 mΩ device was chosen, since the overall losses at the critical

points of 20% and 50% were better. The advantage of the 60 mΩ device at 10% is rela-

tively small. Due to the relatively high switching frequency and therefore high gate loss,

paralleling devices does not pay off here.
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Figure 4.19: Loss of the PFC fast switches over the entire load.
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4.2.3 TCM PFC control

This section describes how the TCM PFC is controlled with a combination of a microcon-

troller and a FPGA. The microcontroller does the calculations of the timings and the control

loops, explained in the following sections. The actual switching signals are generated with

a FPGA, which is needed since the switching frequency is varying over the input sine wave

of the mains and over the load, making a fixed frequency Pulse Width Modulation (PWM)

control impossible. The block diagram for this is shown in Fig. 4.20.

+ C x + Times Calc

uin, uDC,n

FPGA

current ZC

PFC

+P psref1,psref2+
-

P

ADC

uDCRef e u
iavg iavgBal

uDC

iref

−

uDC
ps12,ps13

ep12,ep13

ups12,ups13

−

Microcontroller

uCdiv1

uCdiv2

eCdiv uCdiv

Figure 4.20: Simplified block diagram of the PFC control.

For the control it is required to measure the input voltages of the two modules and the

DC-link voltage. Additionally for synchronization of the state machine with reality and to

control the phaseshift between the currents of the three phases the zero current crossings

of the boost inductors have to be measured.

4.2.3.1 Load estimation and DC-link voltage control

The load can be estimated with the currently active phases and the required average current

iavg which is adjusted from the voltage feedback loop at every zero crossing of the line

voltage. The voltage controller can be a simple PI controller or a state-space control see

Fig. 4.21 which adjusts iavg. The ADuM is an isolated error amplifier to transmit the value

of the DC-link voltage uDClink to the different ground of the control. This integrated chip is

also utilized to measure the input voltages of the modules.

In Fig. 4.21 the circuit for which the state space controller was designed is shown. By

controlling the input current the DC-link voltage can be changed, where resistor R repre-

sents the load. The differential equation is shown in eq. (4.19). To remove the steady state

error a state feedback with added integrator was chosen. Since all state variables can be

measured (there is only uDC), no observer is necessary. The control scheme is outlined in
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Figure 4.21: Schematic of the DC-

link controller state space

model.
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Fig. 4.22. For stabilizing the DC-link voltage at the desired voltage, the desired DC-link

voltage is substracted from the actual DC-link voltage before it is multiplied with kD. This

control runs at 10 ms where the zero-crossings of the mains is used as the time base.
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Figure 4.22: PFC DC-link voltage state space control scheme.

4.2.3.2 Phase shedding

In order to stay in a high efficiency region phases are added or removed depending on

the load, which can reduce the amount of switching operations especially at low load

conditions if the number of active phases is reduced. This is realized with a state machine

which can add or remove one phase at a time at every zero crossing of the input voltage,

which is done if the average input current iavg multiplicator exceeds a specified high or

a low threshold. In case of exceeding the high threshold another phase (if available) is

added and in case of exceeding the lower threshold a phase (if more than one is active) is

removed. The thresholds are chosen to turn on the phases according to Tab. 4.2.

Table 4.2: Active phases for different loads.

Load in % Phases

10-30% 1

30-60% 2

70-100% 3
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4.2.3.3 Interleaving control

Since the input current for one phase consists of a high frequency triangular current mod-

ulated with the low frequency of the line voltage, a bigger EMI filter might be required to

satisfy the regulations. In order to make the current more sinusoidal at higher loads when

also more than one phase is active, a phaseshift between the active phases is introduced.

The optimum phaseshift depends on the amount of active phases and can be formulated

with eq. (4.20), where n is the number of currently active phases.

φ =
360
n

. (4.20)

The control scheme for achieving the phaseshift is outlined in Fig. 4.23. The reference

phaseshift depends on the currently active phases, see eq. (4.20). The actual phaseshift

between the first phase and the second or third phase iPhMeas is measured inside the FPGA

with a counter. The control is a P-controller which adds a limited signal ulimit to the

required negative current, slowing down the phase to change the phaseshift in reference to

the first phase which is also the master phase. This control concept has the limitation that

it only works if the master phase has a slightly lower inductivity then the two slave phases,

since then its running faster and the slaves can be slowed down compared to the master

phase. To be able to control the phaseshift independent of the inductivities, the control had

to be modified a bit more. The limiter limits the controller output ulimit to values between

zero and ulimitMAX. In case that u is negative it would mean that the slave needs to be

made faster, but this is not possible since it would reduce the negative current which is,

to prevent failures by not achieving a zero voltage turn on, not allowed. In this case the

master phase must be slowed down by increasing the negative current for the master phase.

With this method the phaseshift between the phases can be controlled independently of the

inductivities.

+ P Limit +
-

iPhRef

iPhMeas

e u ulimit

in
inPh

Figure 4.23: Phaseshift control for the PFC.

4.2.3.4 Capacitor voltage balancing

At high line input the modules operate in series where the voltage is divided capacitively

with small input capacitors. Since each module has its own controller it can not be guaran-
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teed that the capacitor voltages are always balanced, which mandates a control to balance

the capacitor voltage and prevent failures due to voltage imbalances.

VN

Cdiv1

Cdiv2

Figure 4.24: Capacitive voltage

divider for high

line.

+
-

P +
uCdiv1

uCdiv2

e u iavgBalanced

iavg

Figure 4.25: Voltage balancing control.

The balancing control (see Fig. 4.25) needs to measure the voltage across the second

module which is the slave module. If the capacitor voltages are equal the balanced average

current iavgBalanced is unmodified and equal to iavg. If the voltages differ from each other

the average current iavg can be increased to decrease the voltage across the input capaci-

tor and the other way the voltage can also be increased by reducing the average current.

This adjustment of the average current is executed with every controller call cycle, which

is for the demonstrator set to 50 µs, which gives the possibility for a fast adjustment of the

voltage across the capacitors to prevent any big imbalances. Fig. 4.25 shows that at least

one controller must know the input voltage of both modules, which requires either some

communication between the controllers to exchange the data of the input voltage mea-

surement or an additional isolated voltage measurement. It is enough if only one module

takes care about the voltage balancing, therefore only the master module has that control

loop active in the demonstrator. During the development of the prototype it turned out

that it is really important that both modules start and end the switching operation of the

PFC synchronized at the same point of the input sine wave, to prevent a voltage difference

across the input capacitors from the beginning of the operation. Without synchronization

of the modules one module would start or stop a few microseconds earlier at the begin-

ning or the end of the input sine wave due to measurement errors and not in synch running

controllers, discharging the input capacitor where the module is active and charging the

capacitor of the inactive module causing a non-controllable voltage difference at the start

of each half-wave. Since the used sensors had to be isolated and shouldn’t be too expen-

sive the measurement itself is not accurate enough for a self-synchronized start of both

modules. In fact the used error amplifiers had big non-linearity’s which could be partly

compensated with a first order polynom but even with the compensation the solution with
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just measuring the input voltage is not accurate enough. Another factor was that both con-

trollers run independent from each other with a controller frequency of 20 kHz resulting in

a period Td of 50µs and the phaseshift between the controller calls varies randomly to each

other, as pointed out in Fig. 4.26, where the rising flank represents the controller call. The

initial phaseshift between both of the controllers varies randomly dependent only when

they are powered up. Afterwards they still can change slightly since its not guaranteed

that both crystal oscillators have the exact same frequency.

M1

M2

(a) Both controllers running identical.

M1

M2

(b) Both controllers running exactly out of
phase.

Figure 4.26: Controller call signals for both modules where the rising flank represents the

controller call.

During each controller call the microcontroller sends the timings for the PFC to the

FPGA. After the FPGA received valid switch timings it starts right afterwards with the

switching operation. Therefore the worst case situation that can happen, under the as-

sumption that the measurements are perfect, is that the start signal for the FPGA is up to

the time Td apart. To start the switching with both modules synchronously and to solve

the here mentioned problems one module must be a master module and one module is

the slave module. The operation of the master module is unchanged, except that its FPGA

sends a high signal to the FPGA of the slave module. For the slave module some changes

were done, firstly, the switch timings are always calculated and send to the FPGA of the

slave module but the decision for activating the switches does not only depend on valid

timings signals (a CRC check has to be passed and the timings must be greater than zero)

from the slave microcontroller but additionally it only starts when the enable switching

output from the master FPGA is high, see Fig. 4.27.

µCMaster
FPGA

Master

µCSlave
FPGA

Slave

SPI and
direct
communication

qSPI

qSPI

Figure 4.27: Required connection between the modules for synchronization of the PFC.
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Additionally the phase shedding control is only active on the master module, since it

must be guaranteed, that both modules always operate with the same amount of phases

to draw equal power, only one control can be active and the output of the control is then

shared. The slave must know already from the start of each half-wave how much phases

should be active. For this the FPGA of the master communicates the amount of active

phases to the FPGA of the slave module. Additional a SPI communication between the two

FPGAs is implemented for load sharing purpose, explained later.

4.2.3.5 Switch timing pre-calculation

With respect to the output values of the above mentioned control loops, the timings (Ton,

Toff, and TR, see Fig. 4.6) for each phase can be calculated, where Tdelay is a constant time de-

lay needed because of the Zero Current Detection (ZCD) which was experimentally found,

L is the value of the boost inductors, uin is the line voltage, uout is the DC-link voltage, in is

the negative current and iLp is the peak inductor current.

Ton =
L · (iLp + in)

uin

Toff =
L · iLp

uDC − uin
· 1.2

TR =
L · in

uDC − uin
− Tdelay.

(4.21)

Ton is the necessary time to reach the desired peak inductor current iLp, but here including

the time TRv, see Fig. 4.6. Toff is the time which is needed until the inductor current reaches

zero again. This value is multiplied in eq. (4.21) with a safety factor of 1.2, which gives time

to synchronize the statemachine running inside the FPGA with the zero current detections

in reality to prevent a run-away of the inductor current. The statemachine enters the next

state after detecting a zero current or after the calculated time Toff with the added safety

margin was reached. The synchronization using the ZCD signals is here always during the

off-phase (de-energizing of the boost inductor). This ensures switching even in case of no

ZCD event. For safety reasons on top a fail counter is implemented inside the FPGA. If

Toff has been consecutively reached for a definable amount of times without zero crossing

detections in between, all switches are switched off and the state machine goes into an

error state. TR is the time required to reach the negative current in and is reduced with

constant definable delay Tdelay. This delay was evaluated on the prototype and consists

of the propagation delays of the zero-current detection, the logic inside the FPGA and it

also takes the non-linear output of the zero-current detection into account, which slightly

changes over the line voltage under the assumption of a constant DC-link voltage, since

with the line voltage the slope of the current through the saturable transformer is changed.
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The peak inductor current iLp is calculated from the required average current iavg, derived

from the individual controller outputs and the input voltage uin(t) which is used as a

sinusoidal reference.

4.2.3.6 Switching state machine

The FPGA receives the three necessary timings for each phase (TON, TOFF,TR) from the

microcontroller with the duty cycle for the PS-ZVS-bridge and transmits the period of the

master phase as well the phaseshifts between the currents as count values back to the

microcontroller during one communication cycle. Additionally CRC information from the

microcontroller is send to the FPGA to ensure data integrity. In case of corrupt data the

data is thrown away by the FPGA and the last received valid timings are used. The master

phase period and the phaseshift between the phases are measured with the zero crossing

information from the inductor currents. For each phase a individual state machine is

running, see Fig. 4.28, which transitions from charging the coil to a resonant waiting state,

to discharging the coil and waiting for the zero current crossing to synchronize again with

reality, to the required negative current, then to the second resonant transition and then

finally to charging again. The whole statemachine for one phase is presented in Fig. 4.28.

Starting point is the state standby from where it enters state s0 if all timings are valid.

In s0 the statemachine stays for Ton and then transitions into s1 where it waits with both

switches off for the time of the first resonant transition. After Tres the statemachine enters

s2. Here it stays until either the time Toff has passed (which is calculated 20% higher than

it should be in reality) or until the occurrence of a ZCD event. The 20 % safety factor gives

the state machine the possibility to synchronize to the ZCD events, in case the real current

behaves differently than the model. After s2 it transitions to s3 either because of a zero

current detection or because the time Toff has passed. There it waits for TR until the desired

negative current has been reached following with s4 for the second resonant transition.

After s4 it transitions back into s0 to charging the inductor again. For the reduction of input

current spikes due to the addition of the current of multiple active phases at the beginning

and the end of the input sine, the phases start already out of phase to each other with a

pre-defined starting phaseshift.

4.2.3.7 Zero current detection

To measure the zero current crossing events of the boost inductors a solution with a sat-

urable transformer core was chosen for demonstrator, [9, 52]. Another solution would be

to measure the current with the voltage drop over a shunt-resistor, but with the inherit

inductivity of the shunt either relatively large ohmic shunts are required (high loss) or

special care must be taken for a low inductive shunt resistor design and the whole design
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t < TR

TR passed

t < Tres

Tres passed

Figure 4.28: State machine for each phase inside the FPGA.

would then still require galvanic isolation. An example B-H loop for explaining the current

detection with a saturable transformer core is shown in Fig. 4.29. The transformer consists

of primary (NP) and secondary (NS) turns; the material is Vitroperm 500f, which has a

relative high permeability and will therefore saturate already at low currents. As long as

there is a change in the flux density caused by a changing primary current and therefore

a changing magnetic field, a voltage is induced into the secondary winding (Faraday’s law

of induction). Since the effective area AFe is very small for the current during normal op-

eration the saturation point where Bmax is reached is already at a low current of a few mA.

B

H
Isat

Br

Figure 4.29: Typical BH curve.

After the core is in saturation the relative perme-

ability µr can be approximated with 1, therefore

the flux density is no longer rising with a rising

primary current and no voltage is induced any-

more on the secondary side. If the primary current

has a triangular shape it will start at zero current

at the remanence flux point Br and up to the point

Isat a voltage is induced on the secondary. After

that the core is in saturation and the flux density

no longer changes with the primary current and

no voltage is anymore induced on the secondary

side. This short voltage spike at the secondary side
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can be used to detect the zero current events with

a circuit like shown in Fig. 4.30.
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Figure 4.30: Inductor current zero cross-

ing detection circuit with a

saturable transformer and a

fast comparator with positive

feedback.
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Figure 4.31: Simulated output signal of the

ZCD circuit; (above) output

voltage of the ZCD circuit;

(below) current through the

transformer primary.

The core will saturate already at a small current

of a few mA so a voltage to the secondary side is induced, when the current approaches

zero. The core material Vitroperm 500F from Vacuumschmelze saturates at around 1 T

(100 ◦C) and with B = µH and H = NI
le , where NP is the number of primary turns, IP is

the current through the primary and le is the magnetic path length, it can be shown that

by increasing the primary turns the core reaches saturation already at a smaller primary

current. For the demonstrator four turns were used on the primary side and 13 turns were

used on the secondary side. A higher amount of secondary turns increases the secondary

voltage and with it the reaction speed of the comparator can be adjusted, since the small

input capacitor has to be charged over a big resistor. The delay between the zero crossing

of the boost inductor current and the comparator output is not constant, since the induced

voltage depends on the slope of the flux density dB/dt which is proportional to the primary

current slope, which is changing over the mains period, as mentioned already earlier. The

amount of secondary turns was found by measurement, see Fig. 4.34. Since a voltage is

already induced to the secondary side before the primary current reaches zero, the output

of the ZCD circuit delivers a ZCD event before the primary current actually reached zero.

A higher amount of secondary turns actually makes the ZCD output signal more leading

towards the real zero current event but also increases the induced voltage on the secondary
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side, which must be handled by the parts as well. The two diodes after the 100 k resistor

provide some protection for the input of the comparator against too high voltages.

To reduce the losses of the zero-current detection the original core from Vacuumschmelze

was modified by reducing its volume which reduces the core loss linearly. The core losses

are the main loss source of the zero-current detection. The smallest core offered from Vac-

uumschmelze with the material Vitroperm 500F has a thickness α of approximate 1.4 mm,

see Fig. 4.33. This core was reduced by cutting the core down to a thickness α of 0.3 mm

and thus reducing the losses by a factor greater than 4 compared to the unmodified core.

The difference of the cores is shown in Fig. 4.32.

Figure 4.32: Zero crossing detection induc-

tors; (left) with the unmodified

core from Vacuumschmelze;

(right) with the core thick-

ness reduced to approximately

0.3 mm.

α

Figure 4.33: Cross-sectional drawing of the

zero current detection core.

Fig. 4.34 shows the measured response of the ZCD circuit over a changing amount of

secondary turns. It is shown, that the delay is actually negative, which means, that a ZCD

impulse is received before the current is zero in reality. This is because the flux inside the

core can change again once B is lower then Bsat, which induces a voltage in the secondary.

This was measured for a DC-link voltage of 180 V and a DC input voltage of 30 V for

a ZCD core with a thickness α = 0.5mm and with a constant of 4 primary turns. For

the final core the thickness α had 0.3 mm, where the response time was measured with

-80 ns. The response time is non-linear and depends on the slope of the current through

the primary side, the higher current slope the smaller is the response time. The current

slope through the primary and therefore through the boost inductor depends on the input

voltage changing slightly over the mains period.
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Figure 4.34: Measured ZCD response times over varying secondary turns.

4.2.4 Component selection

The components of the prototype for the PFC and the control are shown in Tab. 4.3. For

the switches 250 V MOSFETs with an on-resistance FDSon of 20 mΩ were utilized. To reduce

the conduction loss and the overall losses the synchronous rectification switches, which

only switch with the line frequency are each paralleled three times. The fast switching

legs were realized with only one switch. For the boost cores MPP seemed a good choice

for the core material and cores from magnetics-inc were chosen, for details see Tab. 4.3.

All the measurements are obtained with galvanic isolation using either the error amplifier

ADuM3190 or saturable transformer cores for the ZCD detection. For the DC-link capac-

itors a combination of cheap electrolytic capacitors and MLCC capacitors mounted on a

ram-stick similar board were chosen.

4.2.5 Measurement and simulation results

The PFC was simulated with Gecko, a powerelectronics simulation software by ETH Zürich

[54], and the additional losses (Gate driver, core loss, off switching loss, capacitor loss and

the zero-current detection loss) were calculated afterwards with Matlab. Furthermore the

simulated efficiency of the PFC was compared with measured results, as shown in Fig. 4.36.

The measurements were executed with a Norma 5000 poweranalyzer. At low load the

measured and simulated efficiency differ a bit but for the rest a good coincidence is shown.

The efficiency drops at 40% and 70% load are caused by the fact that another phase was

added, which results in additional losses. The peak efficiency was measured at full load

with 99.07%. The loss breakdown of the PFC is shown in Fig. 4.37, which shows that
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Table 4.3: Components for the PFC and the control.

PFC components

primary switches OptiMOS 3, 250 V, 20 mΩ

boost inductors Magnetics 55550A2, 180 µH, 81 turns

(litz wire)

ZCD saturation transformer Vacuumschmelze T60006-L2009-W914,

4:13 turns ratio, thickness α = 0.3 mm
DC link capacitors MLCC 80x2.2 µF and aluminium elec-

trolytic 7x120µF

Control components

Microcontroller Infineon XMC4500-F144F1024 AC

FPGA Lattice iCE40HX4k

isolated measurements ADuM 3190

Gate driver Si8238

the dominating losses come from the magnetics (boost inductor core loss and conduction),

the MOSFET off-switching loss and the capacitor losses. Measured results showing the

currents through the inductors and the voltages across the low and high side switches are

presented in Fig. 4.35. The zoomed picture shows that the currents are out of phase of each

other, due to the interleaving control.

4.2.5.1 Serialization of modules

For verification of the serialization concept and proof that the chosen control method works,

two PFC’s of the modules were tested at 20% of the rated load with one active phase for

each module, see Fig. 4.38 for a comparison of the total input current and the input current

through one of the boost inductors. It can be investigated that the input current has a

more sinusoidal shape than the current through the boost inductor since the phaseshift

between both of the boost currents varies randomly, which looks similar like running one

module with two phases active and disabling the phaseshift control. To show the resonant

switching behaviour the voltages across the lower boost switches are shown in Fig. 4.39,

where no voltage overshoot exists. The small difference of the input voltages is due to the

inaccurate measurement of the input voltages for each module and the slightly differing

DC-link voltage is due to the imbalances in the modules, like input capacitor tolerances or

the actual connected resistive loads. The PFC can either equalize the input voltage of the

modules, where then the DC-link voltage can vary or it can equalize the DC-link voltage,
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Figure 4.35: Phase currents (top) and input current (below) for two phase interleaving.
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Figure 4.37: PFC loss breakdown for a single stage with phase shedding over different load

points (100% load correspond to 500 W).

which leads to an unequal input voltage, both are not possible simultaneously, except both

modules are completely identical.

4.3 Phase shifted zero voltage switched bridge

The PS-ZVS bridge is widely used in industry because of its soft switching capability, ex-

cellent efficiency for medium to high loads and the simple control, [55]. A lot of different

integrated controllers are for this converter already available on the market, simplifying

the control. Nevertheless for this thesis the control was implemented on a microcontroller

and a FPGA since it was already used for controlling the PFC and this solution requires no

additional hardware to control the PS-ZVS. The following section 4.3.1 will give a short in-

troduction to the topology and explain why the center tap rectifier was chosen. In 4.3.2 the

operation principle is explained. For further improvement in efficiency section 4.3.3 covers

the topic of synchronous rectification and protection of the synchronous rectifier switches.

To balance the flux in the transformer core section 4.3.5 shows various possibilities for that.

In section 4.3.6 is explained how the required magnetic components for the PS-ZVS bridge

were constructed. Finally, section 4.3.7 compares results obtained from simulation with the

measured results.
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Figure 4.38: Currents and voltages for the serial connection of the PFC.
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Figure 4.39: Voltages for the serial connection of the PFC.
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4.3.1 Introduction

This section outlines shortly the operation principle of the PS-ZVS bridge. Since the maxi-

mum output current for each module is around 42 A, the center tapped configuration was

chosen, see Fig. 4.40. The current doubler configuration would be better for output currents

from 50 A to 100 A and onwards. Due to the higher semiconductor count and therefore

higher losses a full bridge rectifier on the secondary is not a viable solution. Synchronous

rectification in center tap configuration on the secondary side is mandatory for achieving

high efficiency at higher loads, since schottky rectifier diodes always have a nearly constant

forward voltage drop, causing huge conduction losses at higher currents, which reduces

the efficiency especially for power supplies with a low voltage output. To protect the

synchronous rectifiers from the off-switching overvoltage spike a RCD-snubber is added,

which also makes it possible to recover some of the off-switching loss. For balancing the

volt-seconds across the transformer a capacitor is added in series to the transformer.

+−uDC

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

L f

Figure 4.40: Detailed schematic for the PS-ZVS bridge with center tap configuration on the

secondary side with RCD-snubber for the synchronous rectification switches.

4.3.2 Basic operation principle

The basic switching pattern is shown in Fig. 4.42. The operation of the PS-ZVS bridge

can be divided into five phases. The duty cycle D defines the simultaneous on-time of

the diagonal switches (S1 and S4 or S2 and S3) to deliver power to the secondary side,

this phase is called the power delivering phase. Before power can be transferred to the

secondary, the primary current through the transformer must be reversed and the time it

takes until the current has changed polarity depends on the inductance in the primary path

and the applied DC-link voltage to the primary. The power delivering phase is followed

by a freewheeling phase, which is needed to control the output voltage for different loads.
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Between the power delivering and the freewheeling phase is always a short resonant tran-

sition phase, in which the voltage across the next switch, which is supposed to turn on,

resonates to zero.

Interval t0 to t1: (see Fig. 4.41a) At the beginning of this phase switch S3 is switched off.

Between t0 and t1 the current in the leakage inductance of the transformer is discharging

the output capacitor of switch S4 and charging the output capacitor of S3. After the output

capacitor of switch S4 is discharged, switch S4 is turned on under zero voltage, resulting

in the two diagonal switches S1 and S4 being on. Since the current drops after the power

transfer time due to conduction loss in the switches and the primary of the transformer,

this zero voltage turn on is harder to achieve at lower loads.

Interval t1 to t2: (see Fig. 4.41b) No power is transferred to the secondary yet. In this

time the primary transformer current changes its polarity and the needed time depends

mainly on the DC-link voltage which is applied to the transformer primary and the total

inductance in the primary path (transformer leakage inductance). If there is an additional

inductor in series with the primary of the transformer to ensure zero voltage turn-on to-

wards lower loads, this time becomes longer and there is less time available for the actual

power delivery, reducing the maximum transferable power at a specific DC-link voltage.

After t1 the slope of the current is lower and the next phase the power delivering phase

begins at t2.

Interval t2 to t3: (see Fig. 4.41b) In this time two of the primary diagonal switches are

turned on for a time equivalent of the duty cycle D. During this power delivery phase the

synchronous rectifier switch S5 is turned off. If the other diagonal switches are on (switch

S2 and S3) switch S6 will be turned off. The secondary transformer voltage is equal to the

input voltage times NS/NP and the primary current has a smaller slope compared to the

slew phase due to the additional inductivity of the output filter L f which is now added to

the stray inductance Lstray thus limiting the current on the secondary side.

Interval t3 to t4: (see Fig. 4.41c) At t3 switch S4 is turned off again to discharge the output

capacitor of S3 thus charging the output capacitor of S4. When the output capacitor of S3

is discharged, it can be turned on under zero voltage again.

Interval t4 to t5: (see Fig. 4.41d) At t4 switch S3 is turned on at zero voltage clamping

the primary of the transformer to zero (either both upper or both lower switches are on)

starting the freewheeling phase. With this state the output voltage of the DC/DC converter
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can be regulated without changing the switching frequency. During this phase no power

is transferred to the secondary side of the transformer.

Interval t5 to t6: At t5 switch S1 is turned off and charging it’s output capacitor while

discharging the output capacitor of switch S2. When the output capacitor of switch S2 is

discharged the switch can be turned on under zero voltage. This phase is identical to the

phase from t0 ≤ t ≤ t1, just with a negative current. Here the same as above starts again,

just that the current and voltages are negative.
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(a) Switching state for the left leg resonant
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Figure 4.41: Switching states for the PS-ZVS bridge; (black) currently used current paths;

(gray) currently inactive current paths.

for the interval t5 to t6 and after the same switching pattern can be applied, in this case

just the other two diagonal switches are switched on (S2 and S3) with the other synchronous

rectifier switch being turned on during that time. [55–57]

4.3.3 Synchronous recti�cation

For high load currents synchronous rectification can dramatically boost the efficiency and

it can be applied by replacing the schottky diodes with controlled switches, like in this case

with MOSFETs. A big advantage of MOSFETs is that the forward voltage drop depends

on the actual current through the device and the on-resistance RDSon which is usually (see

Fig. 4.43) lower then from a schottky diode. Also paralleling of more MOSFETs is easy be-
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Figure 4.42: PS-ZVS bridge control signals and primary transformer voltage and current.

cause of their positive temperature coefficient and reduces further the voltage drop, which

is not true for schottky diodes. Paralleling more diodes does not significantly decrease

the forward voltage drop, it just increases the thermal rating. Fig. 4.42 shows the control

signals for the synchronous rectification switches. The synchronous rectification switches

are basically always on, except when two diagonal switches are turned-on simultaneously,

which is outlined in Fig. 4.42 then only one synchronous rectification switch is turned-on

at a time.

To reduce the over-voltage spikes at turn-off and prevent the MOSFETs from an avalanche

breakdown due to the stored energy in the leakage inductance, a RCD-snubber is added.

Fig. 4.47 shows the drain-source voltage across a synchronous rectifier switch and the

snubber capacitor Csnub. For better understanding why there is an overvoltage spike at

turn-off, the off-switching behaviour of the synchronous rectification will now be closer

investigated. At the beginning the synchronous rectification switch is turned-on and the

maximum gate-source voltage is applied. In this time the drain-source voltage uDS is nearly

zero and a current is flowing through the switch and the stray inductance Lstray. The stray

inductance is the parasitic inductance from the transformer, the package inductance of

the switch and the inductance of the PCB. At the time t1 the gate is turned off closing

the channel and the body diode starts to conduct at t2. At t3 the current decreases and

if the primary MOSFET switches fast, like in our case, the slope di/dt is constant and

only limited by the loop stray inductance. Also there is a voltage drop across the stray

inductance between t3 and t4, which can be seen on the drain-source voltage uDS. At t4 the
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Figure 4.43: Diode forward voltage drop versus MOSFET; (MOSFET) 60 V, 1.6 mOhm, 2

parallel; (Schottky) 60 V, 40 A single.

current is zero and no current is flowing anymore through the body diode, therefore there

is no forward voltage drop anymore, increasing uDS. Because of the reverse recovery of the

body diode the current keeps flowing with the same negative di/dt to remove the reverse

recovery charge Qrr and the parasitic output capacitance of the MOSFET COSS is charged to

the transformer voltage uT. At time t5 the drain-source voltage uDS is equal the transformer

voltage and iDS has reached its peak negative value. Ideally the drain-source voltage uDS

should stay at the transformer voltage uT. [58]

t

U, I uGS
uDS
iDS

t1 t2 t3 t4 t5

uT

uGS

Figure 4.44: Turn-off waveforms for a synchronous

rectifier switch, [58].

Lstray

iDS

Figure 4.45: Equivalent circuit for

the synchronous rec-

tifier switch.
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Figure 4.46: RCD snubber circuit to reduce

the off-turning overshoot.
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Figure 4.47: Voltage waveform across the

snubber capacitor.

Due to the reverse recovery Qrr from the body diode energy is stored in the stray in-

ductance and an LC- resonant circuit together with the output capacity of the MOSFET is

formed, de-energizing the stray inductance and charging the output capacitor of the MOS-

FET after t5 over the transformer voltage uT, which results in an overshoot accompanied

with the oscillation. A part of the overshoot is transferred over the snubber diode into the

snubber capacitor, see Fig. 4.46. The in the capacitor stored charge is partly recovered to

the output of the converter over the snubber resistor. Ideally before the switch is switched

off again, the capacitor voltage across Csnub is again close to the output voltage of the

converter so at the next turn-off its again possible to store the energy of the off-switching

voltage overshoot. The effectiveness of the snubber is limited by the loop inductance from

the path of drain, diode and the snubber capacitor. Therefore it is recommended to place

the capacitor and diode of the snubber close to the MOSFET and minimize the loop - MOS-

FET drain - snubber diode - snubber capacitor to ground to minimize the stray inductance.

Further it is recommended that low inductive parts, like SMD parts, are used for the snub-

ber. [58]

Overshoot reduction: To minimize the overshoots at turn-off it is possible to increase the

on-time of the synchronous rectifier switches depending of the load to minimize the con-

duction time of the internal MOSFET body diode, which additionally reduces the reverse-

recovery charge Qrr and with that the stored energy in the stray inductance, see Fig. 4.48.

The reverse-recovery charge is proportional to the expected voltage overshoot. The load

dependent extended on-time could be implemented with a LUT, where the timings for an

extended on-time of the synchronous rectifiers are stored dependent on the actual load. In

this prototype this feature was not implemented, but due to the combination of a microcon-

troller and a FPGA it would be possible to do that increasing the efficiency towards higher
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loads. For an accurate estimation of the load and to an optimization of the synchronous

rectifier timings an output current measurement is required.
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Figure 4.48: Reverse recovery charge Qrr and voltage overshoot over the conduction time

of the internal body diode, [59].

Another method for reducing the stored energy in the stray inductance is reducing the

stray inductance itself. First, this should be done already in the layout, by carefully mini-

mizing the stray inductance loop, see Fig. 4.49, and in the design by choosing devices with

a low stray inductance due to the legs by reducing the package size, see Fig. 4.50. A reduc-

tion in the stray inductance results linearly in less stored energy in the stray inductance,

less switch-off losses, reduced snubber requirements and maybe even MOSFETs with a

lower rated breakdown voltage on the secondary side can be utilized.
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Figure 4.49: Secondary side of the ZVS

bridge with the stray induc-

tance loop (dashed).
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Figure 4.50: Synchronous rectifiers over-

shoot comparison between the
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and SuperSO8, [59].
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4.3.4 PSZVS component selection

The important components for the PS-ZVS bridge are the transformer, the primary and

secondary MOSFETs and the output filter. For the transformer it is important to know

the operating frequency, the maximum power to transfer at the minimum allowed DC-

link voltage and the expected temperature range to choose a fitting core material and an

appropriate core size and shape. With the chosen material certain parameters like the peak

flux density are known and together with the required core size and the allowed peak

flux density, which is usually loss limited, the minimum amount of primary turns can be

calculated. Due to the low output voltage there is usually not much freedom in selecting

the amount of required secondary turns, but fine adjustments in order to keep up with the

hold-up time requirement to the amount of primary turns might be necessary.

4.3.4.1 Transformer

For selecting the transformer things like the core shape, the core material, the maximum

transferable power, core loss and copper losses have to be considered. Today several suit-

able ferrite materials for high frequency transformers exist on the market. Higher fre-

quency materials have a higher resistivity to minimize the eddy currents losses, but they

have the disadvantage of lower permeability thus increasing the magnetizing current which

increases the copper losses. For the core shape the PQ shape was chosen, which is specifi-

cally designed for switch mode power supplies, where the geometry provides an optimum

ratio of volume to winding area and radiating surface minimizing the rise of temperature

during operation. The different commercially available core materials are designed to pro-

vide their minimum core loss either at a specific switching frequency, a specific temperature

or a combination of frequency and peak flux density. [60]

Fig. 4.51 shows the core loss for different core materials over a typical temperature

range used for transformers in switch-mode power supplies for an operating frequency

of 100 kHz and B̂ = 100 mT. There exist some temperate flat core materials like N95, N96 or

3C95 which have lower core losses already at low temperatures and materials which have

their point of lowest core loss at the 100 ◦C region. Since the power supply must achieve

high efficiency from low loads and onwards, a core material with a flat core loss over the

temperature is preferred. For selecting the core size the area product Ap[cm4] can be con-

sidered for a rough estimation, which is the product of the window area Wa and the core

cross section area Ac. Several approaches exist in literature for calculating the area product

Ap, see eq. (4.22)

Ap = Wa · Ac =
Ptotal · 104

KuKfBm f · J , (4.22)
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Figure 4.51: Comparing the core loss of different core materials with data from the

datasheet over the temperature for f=100 kHz and B̂=100 mT.

where Wa is the winding area in cm2, Ac is the core area in cm2, Ptotal is the sum of input and

output power in W, Ku is the window utilization factor (chosen with 0.4), Kf the waveform

coefficient, which is 4 for a square and 4.44 for a sinusoidal waveform, Bm the peak flux

density in T, f the operation frequency in Hz and J the chosen current density in A/cm2.

[61]

A transformer has two loss sources, the core loss and the copper loss, see eq. (4.23).

Ptr = PCu + PCore. (4.23)

The required number of turns for the primary side can be derived from Faraday’s law of

induction with eq. (4.24), which leads to eq. (4.25),

Up = Np
dφ

dt
φ =

∫
A
~Bd~A, (4.24)

Np =
dm ·Up

2 · ∆Bm · Ac · f
, (4.25)

where d is the maximum duty cycle, where voltage to the primary is applied, Up is the

voltage on the primary side, which is the DC-link voltage and ∆Bm is the peak flux density,

see also Fig. 4.52.

From eq. (4.25) can be concluded, that an increase of ∆Bm leads to higher core losses

PCore and lower copper losses and vice versa, where ∆Bm is usually limited by the core loss
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Figure 4.52: Definition of the peak flux density ∆Bm for eq. (4.25).

and not by the saturation limit of the material. With the primary and the secondary voltage

a turns ratio, see eq. (4.26), can be calculated,

Up

Us
=

Np

Ns
, (4.26)

where Up and Us are the primary and secondary voltages and Np and Ns are the pri-

mary and secondary turns. This equation already limits the choice of the secondary turns,

stating that for an output voltage of 12 V at least two secondary turns are necessary. By

choosing the minimum required amount for the secondary turns, the copper losses are

minimized and with eq. (4.25) the primary turns can be adjusted. Another subject is the

hold-up time requirement which defines the minimum primary voltage or here the DC-

link voltage, where operation an full load of the PS-ZVS is still possible. For fulfilling the

hold-up time requirement the primary to secondary turns ratio has to be reduced, which

increases the secondary voltage at the disadvantage of increasing the transformer core loss

and the magnetizing current, which mainly lowers low load efficiency. With the equations

above and some simulations, to respect the voltage drop from the output filter inductor,

a primary turns ratio can be found and an approximation of the magnetic flux density in

the transformer can be calculated as well. The duty cycle for the PS-ZVS bridge changes

only slightly with the load, the by far bigger impact has the DC-link voltage. Since sim-

ulation data was available the copper and core losses for different transformer cores and

constructions could be calculated and compared, see chapter A.

4.3.4.2 Output �lter

For this topology the output filter is required to lower the output voltage and current

ripple, where second is also important for the output capacitors, since the current ripple

that electrolytic capacitors can withstand is limited.
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Figure 4.53: Waveform of the current through the output filter.

By defining a maximum allowed ripple current ∆iL and the known transformer ratio, the

minimum required output inductance for full load can be calculated with eq. (4.27),

Lf ≥
UDC · Ns

Np
· dm · Ts

2

∆iL
, (4.27)

where dm is the maximum duty cycle at full load and Ts/2 is half the switching period.

With this calculated inductor value a selection of MPP cores, which can handle the ampere-

turns were selected, then for each the amount of necessary turns was calculated and then

again for each load the total losses, consisting of copper and core losses, were calculated

and compared.

Fig. 4.54 shows the calculation results for different MPP cores with different permeabil-

ities and sizes shown with the outer diameter. It is shown that the losses of the cores are

approximately equal at around 20% load, but there is only one combination which per-

forms good at low and at high load at the same time, with the drawback that it also has

the biggest outer diameter, so a compromise has to be found.

4.3.4.3 Primary and secondary MOSFETs

For the primary switches of the PS-ZVS bridge the same limited choices as already pre-

sented for the PFC are available. As shown later for achieving resonant switching down

to very low loads, the output capacitance must be kept small, which increases in case of

the same voltage class, the on-resistance and with that the conduction losses. Therefore

the 60 mΩ devices were here chosen for the primary switches, which also helps at low load

conditions due the the reduced gate losses compared with the 20 mΩ switches. For the syn-

chronous rectifier switches on the secondary side the new OptiMOS 5 and a 60 V voltage
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Figure 4.54: Total losses of some selected MPP cores over the load.

class were chosen since the required blocking voltage at nominal DC-link voltage is by cal-

culation already at 32 V and due to the varying DC-link voltage with the mains and to have

a higher margin the 40 V technology would be nice to use due to the even better FOM, but

the safety margin of less than 8 V is too low. To minimize the loop inductance and therefore

minimize the off-switching overshoot the decision for the package fell to Super-SO8, since

the earlier available and better suited CANPAK for OptiMOS 3 was no longer available

for OptiMOS 5. For the synchronous rectifier switches the losses consist of loss due to the

output capacity, conduction loss, gate loss and reverse recovery loss. For an overall opti-

mized efficiency choosing a device for the synchronous rectifier switches with a too low

RDSon would result in great performance for the DC/DC stage at high load conditions but

it would perform poor at low load conditions and vice versa, requiring a balanced choice.

By defining a voltage and technology class, the FOM parameters are constant within that

class and the three above mentioned losses can be calculated, see eq. (4.28),

PCond = RDSon · I2
rms

PGate = QG ·UG · fsw

Poss =
UT · fsw ·QOSS(UT)

2
,

(4.28)
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where Irms is the effective output current on the secondary side, QG is the gate charge, UG

is the gate voltage, fsw is the constant switching frequency, UT is the secondary transformer

voltage and QOSS(UT) is the charge stored in the output capacitance at the secondary trans-

former voltage UT. The total loss PVtotal is therefore the sum of the three above described

losses, but the two variables, respectively the gate charge QG and the charge in the out-

put capacitance QOSS(UT) are inversely proportional to RDSon, which allows to rewrite the

equation for the total losses, see eq. (4.29) and searching for an extrema by derivation and

setting to zero leads to eq. (4.30).

PVtotal = I2
rms · RDSon +

QG ·UG · fsw

RDSon
+

UT · fsw ·QOSS(UT)

2 · RDSon
. (4.29)

dPVtotal

dRDSon
= I2

rms −
QG ·UG · fsw

R2
DSon

− UT · fsw ·QOSS(UT)

2 · R2
DSon

!
= 0. (4.30)

Solving eq. (4.30) to find a RDSon which is an extrema leads to eq. (4.31).

RDSonOPT =

√
QG ·UG · fsw + 0.5 ·UT · fsw ·QOSS(UT)

Irms
. (4.31)

To verify that the RDSonOPT is a minimum and not a maximum, eq. (4.30) can be derived

once more by RDSon and evaluated at RDSonOPT which leads to eq. (4.32), proofing that it is

a minimum. [59]

QG ·UG · fsw +
UT · fsw ·QOSS(UT)

2
> 0. (4.32)

To balance the efficiency over the full load range an effective current, for which the

synchronous rectifier achieve minimum loss has to be chosen. For the prototype this current

was chosen for the condition of 50% load with respect that at 50% load the highest overall

efficiency is required. The synchronous rectifier switches will have their highest loss at full

load and for this case with the known RDSonOPT the number of required paralleled switches

to limit the temperature per device, can be found, see eq. (4.33),

PSO8max <
PVtotal

n
, (4.33)

where PSO8max is the maximum allowed loss for the Super-SO8 package, and n is the

amount of parallel switches. The maximum allowed power dissipation of the Super-SO8

package can be calculated with the maximum for the design allowed temperature for the

package TDesignMAX and the thermal resistance RthJA, which defines the thermal junction to

ambient resistance, see eq. (4.34).

PVtotal

n
· RthJA ≤ TDesignMAX. (4.34)
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4.3.5 Transformer �ux balancing

Since the DC-link voltage is slowly varying with the mains, slightly miss-timed switching

signals and differences of the semiconductors, a DC component might be applied to the

transformer causing a DC magnetic flux in the transformer, which increases the core loss

and which even might drive the core into saturation due to Faraday’s law of induction,

which states that the flux is equal to the integral of volt-seconds applied to the transformer.

The solution is that to prevent the flux from walking in saturation, the applied volt-seconds

on average must be zero. Several methods for balancing the flux are already known to

prevent this. The methods can be divided into passive and active methods. The simplest

passive method is to insert a capacitor in series to the transformer to block any DC or to

introduce an airgap requiring higher magnetic field strengths to reach saturation. Also

switching under zero voltage helps in reducing the volt-second imbalance and to compen-

sate for the device differences, as long as the the circuit timing mismatches are a fraction

of the resonant transition timings, as shown in [62]. Active flux balancing requires some

kind of flux measurement, like for instance measuring the magnetization current with an

additional small transformer [63] or direct measurement of the flux with hall sensors [64],

which requires an airgap in the transformer and therefore increases the magnetizing cur-

rent. Also a new interesting solution was investigated, called the magnetic ear [65] which

measures the flux indirectly over the inductivity of a small auxiliary transformer which is

mounted on the main transformer and uses the information for feedback control. Since

the primary switches of the PS-ZVS bridge turn on under zero volt conditions and the

DC/DC converter is supposed to be simple the solution with a series capacitor in series to

the transformer primary, as shown in Fig. 4.40 was chosen.

4.3.6 Transformer and output �lter construction

The main goal was a transformer with low losses where the resonant inductance is already

integrated to save space and cost. The loss sources of a transformer can be separated into

copper loss, eddy current loss and core loss. The copper loss can again be separated in

a pure DC-resistance loss and an additional skin-effect and proximity-effect loss, which

depends mainly on the geometry of the conductor, the current and the frequency. The core

loss combined with the eddy current loss are dependent on the material of the transformer,

the geometry, the frequency and the magnetic flux density. To minimize the copper losses

the primary turns were built with litz-wire and the secondary with thin copper foil. The

detailed loss calculation for the transformer is shown in section A. To minimize the core

losses, especially at the part load point of 50%, since at this point the highest efficiency is

required, a ferrite material with low core losses at a relative low temperature (60 ◦C) was

chosen. For the output filter a low loss core material like MPP was chosen. A fourier
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analysis of the current though the output filter showed that it is mostly DC-current with

only a small AC ripple (see Fig. 4.55), therefore the skin-effect and the proximity effect are

only small loss sources making the use of full copper wire attractive.
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Figure 4.55: FFT Analysis for the current iLf through the output filter for a) 10% load and

b) for 100% load (first 10 harmonics).

The details for the transformer and the output filter are shown in Tab. 4.4. The construc-

tion of the transformer with the arrangement of the windings is shown in Fig. 4.56, as well

details of the used MOSFETs and the output filter and capacitors.

4.3.6.1 Integrated resonance inductance

Since its necessary to achieve zero-voltage turn-ons down to 10% of the load, an additional

inductor for storing the required energy for discharging the output capacitors of the MOS-

FETs is needed. This inductor can be the stray inductance of the transformer, but usually

the stray inductance is not big enough to provide sufficient energy down to very low load

conditions, where the required energy can be approximated with eq. (4.35), [56]

E =
1
2

Lσ I2
P >

4
3

CMOSV2
DC +

1
2

CTrV2
DC, (4.35)

where IP is the primary current before the resonant transition, Lσ is the transformer stray

inductance, CMOS is the output capacitance of the MOSFET, VDC is the DC-link voltage and

CTr is the transformer capacitance due to the windings. The primary current depends

mainly on the load current and cannot be changed. By increasing the stray inductance of

the transformer Lσ the stored energy in the series resonant circuit can be increased, enabling

zero voltage turn on at lower load conditions. Increasing Lσ increases also the duty cycle

loss, which limits the maximum transferable power, so the value cannot be made too large.

By lowering the magnetic resistance between the primary and the secondary winding a
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Transformer

primary winding 25 turns, 120x0.1mm litz wire

secondary winding 2:2 turns, 2x200 µm thick copper

foil, kapton tape for isolation

Core shape PQ 35/35

Core material Ferrite Epcos TDK PC95

primary leakage inductance adjusted to 10 µH

Output filter

core type Magnetics 55547A2

outer core diameter 32.80 mm

core material MPP

winding 7 turns, 1.2 mm copper wire, 6

strands in parallel

Other

primary MOSFETs IPB600N25N3 G , 250 V, 60 mΩ

secondary MOSFETs BSC016N06NS, 60 V, 1.6 mΩ, 2 par-

allel

output MLCC 12 V AVX X7R 21x10µF parallel

output electrolytic 12 V Nippon Chemicon LXV series

3x330µF

Table 4.4: Construction details of the PSZVS-bridge.
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secondary connectors

secondary copper foil

prim. windingbobbin

core

Figure 4.56: Cross-sectional drawing of the transformer; inner layers are the primary wind-

ings (litz) and the outer rectangle layers are the secondary windings (2x200 µm
parallel) copper foil, isolated with kapton tape; on the inside is the core mate-

rial surrounded by the bobbin (black).

flux will flow, which also increases the stray inductance. The magnetic resistance between

the primary and secondary was lowered by putting a material with a high permeability

in between the primary and secondary winding, as shown in Fig. 4.57. The measured

stray inductivity of the transformer without modification was at around 6 µH. To lower

the overvoltage spikes of the primary MOSFETs at 10% load, a higher stray inductance was

needed.

After the modification with Vitroperm 500f with a width of approximately 1 cm and a

thickness of 100 µm around the whole bobbin, the leakage inductance was at 10 µH for up

to 2 A of current. The saturation effect of the stray inductance is an additional nice feature

since at higher loads where enough energy is stored in the stray inductance alone this

additional inductance saturates and does not increase the duty cycle loss so much, which

helps in achieving the hold-up criteria.

4.3.6.2 Extending the zero voltage switching range

At low load conditions even the increased leakage inductance is not enough for achieving

zero voltage turn-on conditions on the primary side. The fact that the normal DC-link

voltage is at 200 V and that the breakdown voltage of the primary MOSFETs is rated with

250 V leaves a room of only 50 V until the breakdown voltage of the MOSFETs is reached,
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Bobbin

prim. Winding

Vitroperm 500f

Figure 4.57: Increasing the leakage inductance by reducing the magnetic resistance between

the primary and the secondary with Vitroperm 500f.

which is the case if the MOSFETs are not turned-on at zero voltage (valley switching or

hard switching). At low load range (up to 30%), which can be roughly determined with

the active phases of the PFC, the switching pattern of the synchronous rectifier switches

is slightly changed, to further increase the stored energy in the leakage inductance. The

current in the primary (and as well as in the secondary) is increased by turning one of

the synchronous rectifier switches on a bit too early. This change in the switching pattern

occurs during the power delivery phase, when two diagonal switches are turned on (either

S1 and S4 or S2 and S3). During the power delivery phase normally only one synchronous

rectification switch is turned on. In this presented modified switching pattern the second

synchronous rectification switch is turned on as well, shortly before the power delivery

phase ends, shortening the secondary of the transformer leading to a rapid increase of cur-

rent in the transformer, as shown in Fig. 4.58, where the primary current IP, which is shown

as black solid for the current in normal operation and as a dashed line for this modified op-

eration is compared. This short circuit happens only for a very short time and was for the

presented prototype chosen with 20 ns, which is also the clock period for the FPGA. Finer

adjustments are possible by adapting the relationship of the primary and synchronous rec-

tifier gate resistors. During this short, the current in the primary and secondary of the

transformer increases very fast resulting in a higher current after the freewheeling phase

compared to how it would be in normal operation mode. The stored energy increases

quadratic with the current and with this slightly different switching pattern it is possible
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to achieve zero voltage turn-ons down to extremely low loads, minimizing the overvoltage

spikes due to always achieving resonance and boosting efficiency.

tS1

tS2

tS3

tS4

tVP

tIp

tS5

tS6
t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6

Figure 4.58: Extending the zero-voltage turn-on range by slightly changing the syn-

chronous rectifier switching pattern to increase the current in the leakage in-

ductance (dashed gray line for the primary current); (top) primary transformer

current; (middle) voltages across S1 and S2; (bottom) digital signals for the

switches from S1 (top most) to S6 (lowest).

To verify this non-standard operation mode it was tested on the prototype and the mea-

sured waveforms are shown in Fig. 4.59. The measurement was taken at 10% load and is

very similar to Fig. 4.58. Further it is shown that across the switches S1 and S2 nearly no

voltage overshoot exists, which indicates that the switching pattern for extending the zero

voltage operation range is working.

4.3.6.3 Burst mode operation

Although its possible to operate the prototype with zero voltage turn-on’s at very low

loads, at 10% load an alternative operation mode was implemented to further boost the

efficiency and to meet the titanium requirements by the 80plus organisation. In burst mode

the primary switches are switched consecutively a few times with the standard switching

pattern at maximum duty cycle and then there is a pause where all switching operation

stops. This mode decreases the switching and the transformer core loss, enabling higher

efficiencies at low loads at the cost of a higher output voltage ripple and some noise. If the
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Figure 4.59: Measurement for normal operation with extended zero voltage switching at

10% load, (top) primary transformer current; (middle) voltages across S1 and

S2; (bottom) digital signals for the switches S1 (top most) to S6 (lowest).
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PS-ZVS bridge is not switching the voltages across the switches become half the DC-link

voltage due to the capacitive voltage divider, which is formed with the parasitic output

capacitors of the MOSFETs. In a traditional PS-ZVS application with a DC-link voltage

of usually around 400 V and devices which have a breakdown voltage of 600 or 650 V,

the voltage across one MOSFET during the pause in burst mode is at half the DC-link

voltage at around 200 V and it is possible to just turn on the MOSFET, without reaching

the breakdown voltage of the device, since there is enough headroom available. However

in this proposed solution the headroom for reaching the breakdown MOSFETs is much

smaller and a turn-on at half the DC-link voltages would hit the breakdown voltage of the

device and may cause device failure or unwanted additional losses. In burst mode, when

no switch is operating during the burst pause, the voltages across the switches settle at

half the DC-link voltage and a turn-on of one MOSFET would destroy the other in series

connected MOSFET due to a overvoltage spike because of the stray inductance and the

high di/dt. Therefore some modification to the traditional burst-mode switching pattern

is needed to reduce the voltage across the switches which should be turned on the first

time after the pause in burst mode. After the inactive state of the PS-ZVS bridge, meaning

no switch has switched for a longer time and all switches are in their off-state, one of the

synchronous rectifier switches is switched on alone before any other switching operation

happens. In case of an already established output voltage, energy is transferred back to

the primary and it is possible to discharge nearly completely two of the output capacitor

of the primary switches. This is shown and verified with measurement results in Fig. 4.60.

It is shown that for example if the synchronous rectifier S5 is switched on, the voltage

across S2 goes down and the voltage across S1 goes up, this enables to turn on S2 at nearly

zero voltage and reducing the overvoltage spikes at the first turn-on after the burst break

dramatically. During burst mode the measured output voltage ripple was measured with

700 mV at 10% load.

Fig. 4.60 further shows, that the primary current increases with each switching cycle.

This is because the current in the output filter is dropping to zero during the pause in

burst mode and it is necessary to build up the current again. Due to this the peak cur-

rents in burst mode are higher than in the normal operation mode causing higher resistive

losses, which implies that for higher loads burst mode is no viable solution anymore since

the resistive losses preponderate the switching and transformer loss. Another disadvan-

tage of burst mode at higher loads is the ripple of the output voltage which might reach

unacceptable values.
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Figure 4.60: Measurement of the burst mode with the modified burst-mode pattern to re-

duce the voltage across the primary switches after the break; (top) primary

transformer current; (middle) voltages across S1 and S2; (bottom) digital sig-

nals for the switches from S1 (top most) to S6 (lowest).
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4.3.7 Measurement and simulation results

This section presents results obtained from simulation and measurements of the PS-ZVS

bridge. Fig. 4.62 compares the simulated with the measured efficiency and additionally

shows the advantage gained from changing to burst mode at low load. Burst mode is

only viable at loads below around 10%. At 10% load it increases the efficiency by 1%

compared to normal operation. For achieving the titanium criteria at low load burst mode

is needed. The loss breakdown for the PS-ZVS bridge is shown in Fig. 4.61. At low load in

normal operation the main losses are the off-switching loss and the transformer core loss.

Towards higher loads the conduction losses increase, especially the conduction losses of

the synchronous rectifier switches and from the transformer.
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Figure 4.61: Phase shifted zero voltage switched bridge loss breakdown for 200 V DC link

voltage over the load.

Another possible option to increase the low load efficiency was tested where the idea

was to decrease the switching frequency at low loads, see Fig. 4.63. It can be seen that

there is no gain in efficiency when the switching frequency is lowered. At half the normal

switching frequency the switching losses and gate losses are are reduced by half, but on

the other hand the transformer core loss and the copper losses increase resulting in overall

higher losses.
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Figure 4.62: Simulated and measured PS-ZVS bridge efficiency over the load for normal

operation and burst-mode operation.
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Figure 4.63: Measured PSZVS bridge efficiency at 10% load over the switching frequency.
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4.4 Measurement results of a complete module

This section presents the obtained efficiencies for a complete module and compares the ob-

tained efficiencies with the efficiencies required for achieving titanium certification. Fig. ??

presents the measured and simulated efficiencies for a complete module, which are in good

agreement. It can be investigated, that it is necessary to switch to burst mode operation

for achieving the titanium certification at light load, where it then achieves an efficiency

of 90.12%, increasing the efficiency by more then one percent at 10% load. At 20% load

burst mode is already counterproductive due to the increased rms currents, therefore the

PS-ZVS bridge operates at 20% load again in normal operation, achieving 94.04% which is

really close to the requirement. The 50% load point was measured with 96.14% also just

slightly above the requirement where the efficiency is then nearly flat to full load. To fur-

ther increase the efficiency a better transformer construction, especially for the secondary

which is due to the center tap pretty difficult to assemble manually should help. Using

professional machines to do so would for sure allow to put more copper inside the trans-

former which will reduce the losses.

Since every module always sees independent of high or low line the same input voltage,

the total efficiency of both modules is always the same, which also proofs that the power

supply reaches at low line input the high line titanium requirements.
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Figure 4.64: Loss breakdown over load for the complete module.

Fig. 4.65 shows the thermal images for the whole module in operation for half and full

load. It can be seen that at half load one of the boost inductor is cooler compared to the

other two since the third phase is inactive. At full load all three phases of the PFC are

active and all have the same temperature. For both half and full load cases the transformer

is the main hotspot, reaching over 90 ◦C at full load with natural convection.

Figure 4.65: Thermal images of one module in operation; (left) at 50% load; (right) at 100%

load.
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4.5 Multiple modules sharing parameters

Theoretically for modular converter systems four different connection methods for the in-

puts and outputs are possibl: Input Parallel Output Serial (IPOS), Input Parallel Output

Parallel (IPOP), Input Serial Output Serial (ISOS) and Input Serial Output Parallel (ISOP),

where the IPOP is today due to redundancy requirements in server power supplies the

most common configuration [66]. All this modular converter concepts require for a sta-

ble operation that the input voltage is distributed equally among the modules, which is

always true for IPOS and IPOP systems and depending on the output configuration that

either the output voltage or the output current is shared equally [67], which often requires

to measure either the output or the input current of the converter, [68–70]. The here pro-

posed solution connects the outputs of the PS-ZVS-bridges in parallel, requiring of each

PS-ZVS-bridge the full output voltage, but only half the current, resulting in an ISOP or in

an IPOP system. Another possibility would be an ISOS system by connecting the PS-ZVS-

bridge outputs in series, requiring then half the output voltage but double the current. In

this ISOS configuration a different topology like the current doubler might be favorable for

higher efficiencies, since the voltage is quite low and the output current is quite high, as

shown in [71]. The ISOS configuration was analysed in [70] where it was stated that this

configuration is naturally not stable and already small mismatches in the turns ratios of

the transformers leads to instability. In [72] it is theoretically and experimentally shown

that is has a weak rebalancing mechanism and further by including the magnetic losses

and resistance of the transformer, which is true for every real transformer, another strong

balancing mechanism was found in theory, if the converters are operated interleaved with

the same duty cycles. In the practical circuit it was shown that interleaved operation of

the converter is not really required for balancing, since a higher voltage for one module

results in increased core losses and switching losses, naturally balancing the output voltage

again, but the balancing speed is improved, if interleaving is used. In [67] it is analytically

and experimentally shown that by balancing the input voltages of the modules, output

current sharing for ISOP or output voltage sharing for ISOS modules is achieved without

any current measurement, which is shown with eq. (4.36),

uinM1iinM1ηM1 = uoutM1ioutM1

uinM2iinM2ηM2 = uoutM2ioutM2,
(4.36)

where ηMn is the efficiency for the module. For an ISOP system the input currents and the

output voltages are equal and it can further stated eq. (4.37),

uinM1ηM1

uinM2ηM2
=

ioutM1

ioutM2
, (4.37)
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showing that if the input voltages of the modules are equal, also the output currents will

be equal under the assumption of similar efficiency of the modules [67]. The feedback

value from the control of the PS-ZVS-bridge is then realized with only one module, the

master module, which is measuring the output voltage and adjusting the duty-cycle. It

is important that the output voltage is only measured with one module since the always

present measurement error would make it impossible to equally share the current if every

module measures its own output voltage and has its own control loop. The second module,

or slave module, receives the duty-cycle from the master and then generates with that

information its own switching-pattern. Another and more accurate possibility requires

to measure the output current for each module and implement an additional control to

equalize the currents between the modules. This can be done with various methods, where

in one for example the output voltage decreases with increasing output current, also called

droop method, see Fig. 4.66, which is done by adjusting the output impedance or with

active current schemes, where the measured current is utilized in a control structure. For

the droop method it can be stated that the higher the droop (or ∆U) the better the current

sharing is. Droop methods can be realized by utilizing the inherent droop features of a

converter, like present in a buck or boost in discontinuous conduction mode, which is

the cheapest solution but it does not deliver a tightest output current sharing. Another

possibility is to insert a resistor in series to the output, to generate the voltage droop with

increasing output current, which is usually used only for small powers since the resistor

will dissipate a lot of power at for higher ∆U. Another solution utilizing the droop method

could be to measure the output current and reduce the output voltage proportional or also

non-linear to the measured output current, reducing the output voltage for higher output

currents. By eliminating the integrator in the feedback transfer function the DC-gain can be

reduced which delivers also a droop of the output voltage. The droop method for sharing

the output load amongst multiple converters has the advantage that no communication

between the modules is required and its simplicity in implementation. The disadvantage

is that the load regulation is not at an optimum and the current sharing can not be perfect.

[73]

U

I

∆U

Figure 4.66: Droop method explanation; the higher the output current the lower the output

voltage.
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For active current schemes different control structures are possible with different current-

programming schemes. It is possible to share the current equally with an inner loop regula-

tion where the reference voltage feedback and compensator is shared across the modules,

enabling a stable current sharing and precise output voltage regulation with the disad-

vantage of poor modularity and poor fault-tolerance. Opposed to the inner loop current

regulation an outer loop regulation is another possibility where each converter has its own

independent output voltage feedback, where the output voltage is regulated in the inner

control loop. The outer loop regulation has advantages in a higher flexibility for expan-

sion of the system, higher fault tolerance, in case a single module is failing, and a good

modularity, but it might be unstable if the DC gain of the voltage feedback is infinite. The

third possibility is the utilization of an external controller which compares all load sharing

signals for each module and adjusts their feedback signals, requiring a lot of connections

between the modules but has the advantage that interleaving of the modules is easy to

implement to lower the output ripple at the cost of modularity and maybe reliability due

to the required interconnections. [73]

For the active current sharing two methods exists for sharing the current equally, where

one is the average current-programming method and the other is the master/slave cur-

rent programming method. In the average current-programming method the factors µi in

Fig. 4.67 are chosen to be one and the weighting factors Wi(s) are the gain which is propor-

tional to the current for each module. Each module provides a signal which relates to its

own output current where the sum of all the output current related signals of the modules

represents the average output current. Depending on the weighting factor the current shar-

ing between the modules can be adjusted, in case of equal weighting factors, the current

is shared equally between the modules. By subtracting the own output current with the

weighted average output current the current sharing error iei is calculated and can be used

to adjust the output of the converter. [73]

For the master/slave current-programming concept one ui is one (which is the master)

and rest are zero and all Wi(s) are set to one. The output current of the master is then the

reference for the other modules, achieving output current sharing. [73] For the prototype

the master module transmits the average input current for the PFC and the duty cycle

for the PS-ZVS bridge to the slave module which enables current sharing between the

modules. The modules are always split into a master and a slave module, regardless of

serial or parallel connection of the module inputs and the outputs of the modules are

always connected in parallel. The communication between the modules is handled with

the Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) protocol. Additionally it is required, that the master

module tells the slave module, when it starts the PFC operation and how many phases are

active. If both PS-ZVS bridges are operating the DC-link voltage is shared automatically

between the modules, which can go that far, that in case of no current sharing the output
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Figure 4.67: Block diagram for current-programming, where ioi is the output current of the

module and ii is the adjusted current.

current of one module can reverse reversing also the power and transferring energy to its

DC-link capacitor, which can be seen as an additional stabilizing effect.

4.5.1 Operation at low line input

At low line input both modules are operated with the inputs and outputs connected in

parallel. It was experimentally investigated, that by slightly lowering or increasing the

duty-cycle of the PS-ZVS bridge received from the slave module by a constant value, the

degree of how the DC-link voltages equalize to each other can be set. The output current

sharing is nearly un-affected by small duty-cycle changes. For changing the current sharing

ratio between the modules, it is required to change the value for the average current of the

PFC. The average current for the PFC is also transmitted to the slave so they equalize the

drawn input power to each other which results then in an equalized output power.

4.5.2 Operation at high line input

At high line input the inputs of the modules are connected in series and the outputs in

parallel. For the serial operation it is as well required to balance the input voltages, which

requires, that the drawn input power of the modules are equal. To achieve this it is, as

already mentioned, important that the operation of the PFC is synchronized and that both

PFC always operate with equal amount of phases. The measurement results for high-line

input (230 Vac) are shown in Fig. 4.68. The slight imbalance of the input voltages is due to

the imperfect measurement due to the used error amplifiers.
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Figure 4.68: Measurement of both modules running at 230 V in series connection; (top)

currents of phase 1 of module 1 and 2; (bottom) module input voltages.
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5
Conclusion

5.1 Conclusion

This work proposes a new method of how low voltage MOSFETs can be utilized in high

voltage applications by a new modular approach by connecting modules either in parallel

for low input voltages or in series for high input voltages. The goal of this thesis is to

demonstrate this new method and that the better FOM of low voltage MOSFETs compared

to high voltage MOSFETs can be exploited and therefore opening a new way for achieving

higher efficiencies to meet the today’s highest efficiency requirements for SMPS, which is at

the time of the thesis the titanium requirement by the 80plus organization. Incorporating

this new concept allows to achieve independent from the mains voltage the same efficien-

cies, which is typically impossible in a standard configuration with high voltage MOSFETs

for SMPS.

To prove the new concept the SMPS was simulated and experimentally verified with a

demonstrator delivering 1 kW of power for an output voltage of 12 V and a power density

of 1 kW/dm3. The SMPS consists of two identical modules, where each module comprises

a PFC and a DC/DC conversion stage. For the verification the measured efficiencies over

the whole load range are compared with simulated efficiencies and additionally important

waveforms of the converter in operation are shown. The measured efficiencies are high

enough to fulfill the up to today strictest requirement of titanium level for high line input

by the 80plus organisation independently of a high or low line input voltage by reconfigu-

ration of the connection of the modules either for parallel or serial operation. It is shown

that with traditional silicon semiconductors and a well known DC/DC converter stage, a

total peak efficiency of more than 96% can be achieved.
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5.2 Outlook and possible improvements

Higher efficiencies can be achieved by replacing the PS-ZVS bridge with a more compli-

cated DC/DC conversion stage like an LLC converter, opening the way for the next to come

efficiency level by the 80plus organization, where the LLC converter promises especially

for low load conditions an improvement in efficiency and a general improvement in power

density. Another efficiency gain might be achievable by increasing the module count for

the SMPS, which allows for even lower voltage MOSFETs. Further research in this area is,

as already shown in a previous chapter, under progress and interested readers can read

up the following papers, [14–16]. At the time of the thesis the 250 V switches were only

available in the technology used for OptiMOS 3, where a newer technology from Infineon,

used for OptiMOS 5, is already commercially available, but only up to 100 V. A further in-

crease in efficiency is expected, when the next technology generation will also be available

for 250 V.

For a tighter current sharing capability between the modules a current measurement,

for instance on the outputs of the DC/DC conversion stages can be implemented, which

allows for an active current sharing control between the modules. By measuring the out-

put current for each module further the timings for the synchronous rectifier switches on

the output of the PS-ZVS bridge could be realized with an adaptive delay improving the

efficiency towards higher loads.

Utilization of wide bandgap devices, new topologies like the following mentioned multi

cell topologies might allow to continue the trend in power electronics since 1970, where

the power density of converters doubled every 10 years [74]. Along with advances in new

magnetic materials (which are of limited speed) this seems possible and in the following a

short overview of wide bandgap devices and multi cell topologies is given.

5.2.1 Future of Wide Bandgap Devices

For the near future new wide bandgap semiconductor materials like SiC or GaN are emerg-

ing offering new possibilities for converters as they promise a significant boost in perfor-

mance viewed on the switch level. They promise to achieve an order of magnitude lower

on resistance and break the superjunction Si-limit defined by [75], higher possible junction

temperatures and the capability of extremely fast switching speeds. But along with those

advantages new problems arise and research is still required. The possibility of higher

junction temperatures requires the development of new packages. Optimizing costs strives

to build GaN devices on a silicon substrate compared to a more expensive SiC or sapphire

substrate, but the big difference of the temperature expansion coefficient between GaN and
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silicon which is approximately two times lower than GaN is not yet completely solved.

Today, switches made out of GaN or SiC are already commercially available but their relia-

bility in field is not proven with the exception of SiC schottky diodes which are since 2001

on the market [76] and just replacing silicon switches with wide bandgap devices is usually

not cost efficient. A comparison between SiC and silicon devices in [77] on a system level

for instance showed that for low voltage inverter drives which switch with a low switching

frequency SiC devices would not offer an advantage over silicon devices. In other areas

like converters for photovoltaic where high conversion efficiencies save effectively the cost

for additional panels SiC devices will pay for themselves over time. Although for increas-

ing voltage and power levels SiC devices offer a much higher potential to replace silicon

devices in the near future. For SMPS SiC devices offer a potential to improve the power

density and/or efficiency or reduction of the chip area of approximately 35%, as shown for

a PS-ZVS DC/DC converter in [77]. The opinion that SiC devices will offer an improve-

ment over superjunction MOSFETs and IGBTs for higher voltage ranges like 1.2 to 1.7 kV

and even higher is also represented in [76]. Even more promising than SiC devices are

GaN devices which are more suited for SMPS due to their aimed voltage range of 200-

900 V. They offer performance improvements for PFC, DC/DC, electric and hybrid electric

vehicles and solar inverters just to name a few. A prototype of an LLC converter running

at a switching frequency of 1 MHz utilizing GaN switches shows for example a possible

efficiency of 95.4% with a power density of 50 kW/dm3, [12, 13]. It is expected that by 2018

GaN devices will be able to compete in terms of cost with silicon devices [78] and that

SMPS as well as other converters will improve further in power density and/or efficiency.

5.2.2 Multi cell topologies

Another step to further improve the power density and efficiency or other aspects like an

improved EMI behaviour of converters without the need of wide bandgap devices is possi-

ble with multi cell topologies. In multi cell converter topologies basic converter topologies

can either be connected in series or in parallel. For converter cells which are connected in

series the input voltage is shared equally between the cells reducing the input voltage for

each cell. Additionally interleaved operation is possible, increasing the effective switching

frequency of a cell with the number of cells and therefore decreasing the ripple of the in-

put current. Further, since the input voltage is divided the necessary blocking voltage for

the switches can be reduced enabling the utilization of devices with a lower on-resistance,

which acts like a shift in the silicon limit towards lower specific on-resistances. Further,

switching losses are reduced depending on the amount of cells in series [16]. For parallel

operation of multiple converter cells again an improvement in conduction loss, switch-

ing loss and harmonic distortion compared with a typical one cell converter is achieved.
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The above mentioned effects are valid for all semiconductors, not just for silicon devices

making further research in this area even more interesting, especially for high voltage ap-

plications where it is then possible to use lower voltage devices. Another advantage of

multi cell topologies is the possibility of higher efficiency during part load conditions. In

parallel systems, like for instance a multi phase TCM PFC phases can be switched off at

lower loads reducing the losses. In serial configured systems parts of the system like the

DC/DC converter can be inactive for an ISOP system during partial load like suggested

in [79] which again allows for an increase in efficiency. Another experimentally verified

ISOP multi cell approach is shown in [80], where an efficient conversion with only one

conversion stage from 54 V down to 1.8 V with 30 V MOSFETs was shown. For future re-

search in SMPS it might be interesting to combine multi cell topologies with low voltage

wide bandgap devices. This combination promises due to the higher switching speed ca-

pabilities and improved FOM of the devices even higher power densities and or higher

efficiencies.
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A
Loss Modelling and Simulation

A.1 Semiconductor losses

The used semiconductors in the power part of the prototype were entirely MOSFETs and

power-diodes, where power-diodes have a forward voltage drop and a reverse recovery

charge. The forward voltage drop depends partly on the conducted current, as can be seen

in Fig. 4.43 for a power schottky diode. This forward voltage drop is in simulation for

simplicity assumed to be constant. Secondly diodes have a reverse recovery charge Qrr,

which lets flow a current in the reverse direction for a short time trr. During this time the

device loses its blocking capability. Since no real power diodes are used in the converter

this effect is neglected from the loss calculation. For the converter only MOSFETs were

used, but as already described in section 2, all power MOSFETs have a built-in body diode.

This body diode was approximated with an ideal diode without reverse recovery charge

and a constant forward voltage drop. The MOSFETs were modelled with an ideal switch,

a parallel parasitic non-linear output capacitance COSS, see Fig. A.2, a parallel body diode

and parasitic inductances, see Fig. A.1 for the here described equivalent circuit.

A.1.1 Conduction loss

The losses of the body diodes are calculated with eq. (A.1). As mentioned the forward

voltage drop VF is assumed to be constant.

PcDiode = VF · iF(t). (A.1)

The on-resistance RDSon of the MOSFETs is included in the ideal switch of Fig. A.1. The

conduction losses when the MOSFET is switched on can be described with eq. (A.2).

PcMosfet = RDSon · iDS(t)2. (A.2)
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Figure A.1: Equivalent circuit in

the simulation for a

MOSFET.
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Figure A.2: Output capacity over VDS from the

used MOSFETs for the PFC and the

primary side of the DC/DC converter.

A.1.2 Switching loss

Another loss source of MOSFETs is the switching loss. The switching loss can be divided

into an on and an off-switching loss. In this converter every switch is always switching on

under zero voltage conditions, therefore the on-switching loss can be assumed with zero.

In reality a small portion of the charge, which is stored in the output capacity is lost even

at a zero voltage turn on, but this has been neglected. In a hard switching topology the

whole charge stored in the output capacitor is lost at every turn on, limiting the maximum

switching frequency and therefore the power density of the converter. There is also an off-

switching loss, when the MOSFET is switched off with a current still flowing in the moment

of the turn-off, which generates losses and can be approximated with the assumption that

at turn-off the current iDS is falling linear to zero and the voltage uDS is increasing linearly

to the blocking voltage of the MOSFETs, see Fig. A.3.

The approximated off-switching loss visualized in Fig. A.3 can be calculated with eq. (A.3).

Poff-sw =
∫ t2

t1

uDS(t) · iDS(t)dt =
uDS(t2) · iDS(t1) · (t2 − t1)

6
. (A.3)

The waveform in Fig. A.3 shows the waveform for switching a resistive load. Usually in

converters inductive loads are switched and the waveform is different, see Fig. A.4.
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Figure A.3: Approximation for the off-switching loss of a MOSFET under current with a

resistive load; the gray triangle where the current and the voltage overlap is the

off-switching loss.
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Figure A.4: Approximation for the off-switching loss of a MOSFET under current with a

inductive load; the gray triangle where the current and the voltage overlap is

the off-switching loss.
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For an inductive load the off-switching loss can be approximated with eq. (A.4), and it

can be seen, that for inductive loads the off-switching losses are three times bigger com-

pared to the case with resistive load.

Poff-sw =
∫ t3

t1

uDS(t) · iDS(t)dt =
uDS(t2) · iDS(t1) · (t3 − t1)

2
. (A.4)

For turning a MOSFET on a voltage between the gate and source is required to charge

the gate capacitors. The MOSFET has a capacitor between the drain and the gate, CGD and

between source and the gate CGS, see Fig. A.5 and the breakdown of the gate charge as

shown in Fig. A.6.

RG
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CGS

D

S

Figure A.5: Equivalent circuit for

the capacities at the

Gate of a MOSFET.

Qg

u G
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Figure A.6: Breakdown of the gate charge.
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Figure A.7: Turn-off waveforms with the gate voltage of a MOSFET.
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The switching times can be extracted from the data given in the datasheet, [21]. Threre-

fore the timings which are needed for the drain-source voltage uDS to rise and the drain-

source current iDS to ramp down can be calculated. When the gate capacitors are dis-

charged over the gate resistor, at first no changes can be examined in uDS or iDS, until

the gate voltage is so low that the MOSFET saturation current is the actual load current,

see Fig. A.7. In this time also CGD is constant since the drain-source voltage uDS is still

constant. The gate-source voltage uGS decays exponentially and can be described with

eq. (A.5), where it is also possible to calculate the time to reach the miller-plateau voltage

UGP

uGS(t) = uGS · e
−t

RG [CGS+CGD(on)] , (A.5)

where CGD(on) is gate-drain capacity when the MOSFET is turned on. This time required

to discharge the gate-source voltage to the miller-plateau can be viewed as a turn-off delay.

After the gate is discharged to the miller-plateau the drain-source voltage uDS increases,

while the current still remains constant. The time where uGS is at the miller-plateau voltage

UGP and the drain-source voltage uDS rises, can be calculated with eq. (A.6)

t2 − t1 = RGCGD
UDSoff + UFD −UDSon

UGP
, (A.6)

where RG is the total gate resistance, CGS,avg is the constant averaged gate-source capacity,

UDSoff is the voltage across drain-source when the MOSFET is switched off, UDSon is the

conduction voltage when the MOSFET is turned on and UFD is the forward voltage drop of

the internal body diode. After this time the gate-source voltage uGS can decrease down to

the treshold voltage, where the channel is closed and the drain-source current iDS is zero.

This time can be calculated with eq. (A.7). After t5 the gate-source voltage uGS decreases

further exponentially to zero.

t3 − t2 = RG[CGS + CGD(uDS)]ln(
UGP

Uth
). (A.7)

Since in datasheets usually no values for CGS and CGD are given, the formulas have to

be adapted for values which are available in the datasheets, [81]. This is done by replac-

ing CGD,avg with QGD/uDS(t2) (neglecting the diode forward voltage drop), and CGS +

CGD(uDS) with Ciss(uDS(t2)) and with the substitution of uGP, under the assumption that

the transfer characteristic is constant, with eq. (A.8)

uGP = uth +
iDS(t2)

gfs
, (A.8)
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where uth is the gate threshold voltage and gfs is the transconductance. By neglecting the

diode forward voltage drop and the conduction voltage, since they are very small compared

to the drain-source voltage uDS, the equations for the times can be rewritten, see eq. (A.9)

t2 − t1 =
RGQGD

Uth +
iDS(t2)

gfs

t3 − t2 = RGCiss(uDS)ln(
uth +

iDS(t2)
gfs

Uth
).

(A.9)

The timings from eq. (A.9) can be put into eq. (A.4) to calculate the off-switching loss.

[21, 81]

A.1.3 Gate loss

To turn the MOSFET on it is necessary to apply a gate voltage to open the channel. With

the applied gate-voltage UG, first the gate-source capacitor is charged to the threshold

voltage uth at the time point t1 where then the drain-source current starts to rise from zero,

see Fig. A.8, to the maximum drain-source current when the gate-source voltage reaches

the miller-plateau. During the miller plateau from t2 to t3 the gate-drain capacitor CGD is

charged and the drain-source voltage is decreasing. After the miller plateau at t3 the drain-

source voltage is constant at uDSon and therefore the gate-drain capacity is constant. When

the drain-source voltage is low the gate-drain capacity is bigger due to its non-linearity

and the slope of the gate-source voltage uGS is smaller compared to the period before the

miller plateau, since CGS has now a bigger capacitance in parallel. After t3 an increase

of the gate-source voltage just leads to a reduction of the on-resistance RDSon. Due to the

t
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uth

Figure A.8: Turn-on waveforms with the gate voltage of a MOSFET.
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non-linearity of the gate-drain capacity CGD datasheets usually also supply for designers

the gate charge Qg, which is the integral of CGS and CGD over the gate-source voltage VGS,

see eq. (A.10), while the drain-source voltage uDS is at a constant value.

Qg =
∫ t4

0
uGS(t) · dt. (A.10)

The gate drive losses were estimated by counting the turn-on events of every switch and

were then calculated with eq. (A.11) with Qg as the gate charge and UGate as the gate driver

supply voltage.

PGate = Qg ·UGate. (A.11)

A.2 Core loss

Losses in the magnetic components must be considered in order to predict accurately the

overall efficiency of a converter. To calculate the core loss various methods exist already. A

widely used method is the empirical method by Steinmetz, see eq. (A.12), [82–84],

PVCore = k · f α · B̂β, (A.12)

where k, α and β are called the Steinmetz parameters, which are often supplied from man-

ufacturers. The problem with the Steinmetz equation is that it is only valid for sinusoidal

flux waveforms, which is not often the case in power electronics leading to inaccurate

results. For this an improved Generalized Steinmetz Equation (iGSE), is presented, [85].

With this method the accuracy for non-sinusoidal waveforms is more accurate. From the

past up to today a lot of research to refine the Steinmetz equation for allowing even more

accurate predictions of core loss was done. All this up to now mentioned methods only

account for the hysteresis loss and the eddy current loss. The hysteresis loss is the energy

needed to change the alignment of the atomic dipoles, when an external magnetic field

is applied. When the atomic dipoles are aligned, most of them will stay aligned, even if

the external magnetic field is removed. When an external magnetic field of the opposite

direction is applied, they change their alignment, which causes losses. The losses increase

linear with the frequency of the external magnetic field. Eddy current losses in magnetic

materials are caused by the changing magnetic field, which induces electric currents in the

material, called eddy currents. This losses are dependent on the conductivity of the core

material, the geometry and also from the frequency of the applied magnetic field. They

increase quadratically with frequency of the applied magnetic field. Ferrites or powder

core materials have a low conductivity, therefore the eddy current losses are small. The

third loss source represent the relaxation losses, which occur when the voltage across the

magnetic component is zero which also implies that the magnetic flux is zero, [86]. Even
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then losses occur in the magnetic material as shown in [86, 87], which differ from the iGSE

especially if lower duty cycles are utilized. In [88] the relaxation losses are described as

losses which occur if the thermal equilibrium of a magnetic system is suddenly changed,

the system tries to reestablish the equilibrium with the relaxation process. To predict also

the relaxation process in magnetic materials [86] added another factor to the iGSE, creating

the i2GSE (improved improved Generalized Steinmetz Equation) also showing a very good

coincidence of the total losses from measurement and prediction. The method utilizes the

already given Steinmetz parameters but also requires additional material specific parame-

ters, which have to be measured. Since no measurement setup was available for measuring

the magnetic materials for these additional parameters only the iGSE was used for the core

loss prediction. The iGSE is shown in eq. (A.13)

PVCore =
1
T

∫ T

0
ki|

dB
dt
|α(∆B)β−αdt , (A.13)

where dB is the peak-to-peak flux density, α and β can be used directly from the given Stein-

metz parameters and ki can be calculated from the Steinmetz parameters, see eq. (A.14).

ki =
k

(2π)α−1
∫ 2π

0 |cosθ|α2β−αdθ
. (A.14)

The factor ki can also be approximated without solving the integral above by eq. (A.15),

which is valid for values of α from 0.5 to 3.

ki =
k

2β+1πα−1(0.2761 + 1.7061
α+1.354 )

. (A.15)

A limitation of the iGSE is the varying core loss with DC-bias, [89–91] which is not taken

into account. A DC bias alters the Steinmetz parameters and only the frequency dependent

parameter α is independent of the DC bias, at least up to measured values of 100 kHz,

[90]. There is also mentioned, that the additional loss caused by DC bias is negligible for

MPP and silicon steel materials. For ferrite and nanocrystalline materials the DC bias loss

can be calculated, but to do so measured values under premagnetization are necessary to

accurately predict the total losses.

A.2.1 Core loss in the boost cores

The losses in the boost cores were calculated with the iGSE, see eq. (A.13) and eq. (A.14).

For the PFC stage the sinusoidal input line voltage waveform was split into n parts [92],

[93], see Fig. A.9. For each time interval the actual value of the sine was approximated with

a constant DC voltage and the triangular current shape according to Fig. 4.6, see section 4.2,

for the specific DC input voltage is calculated. Then, for this triangular input current the

magnetic field strength H and with the material specific B − H curve the magnetic flux
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density B was determined. Together with the Steinmetz parameters from the manufacturer

and eq. (A.13) the core losses Pcn for this specific part of the sine are calculated. This

has been done n times for every part of the first quarter of the line input voltage sine.

Afterwards the total core loss is equal the average of all Pcn.

t

i

TLine
2

tn

V1

V2

Vn

Figure A.9: Splitting of the input current sine for the PFC for a fast core loss estimation.

With the known parameter of the boost-inductor the magnetic field H can be calculated,

see eq. (A.16

H =
N · I

le
, (A.16)

where N is the amount of turns, I the current and le magnetic length. With the correspond-

ing material data the magnetic flux density B can be evaluated. Then for each step in the

input sine-wave and the actual current the on and off-timings can be calculated, which are

then used in the iGSE. The average of this losses across a quarter sine wave are then the

total core losses. DC bias losses are not accounted with the iGSE, but are also negligible

[90].

A.2.2 Core loss for the transformer

The material for the transformer is ferrite and no specific BH-curve was available from the

manufacturer. In the datasheets only a material loss curve for a certain B and f is available.

Eq (A.17) shows how the flux density can be calculated with

∆B =
UDCD

f · NP AC
, (A.17)

where D is the duty cycle, UDC is the DC-link voltage which is approximate also the voltage

across the transformer primary (neglecting the voltage drops across the MOSFETs), NP are

the number of primary turns and AC is the cross-sectional area of the core. Any DC bias is

again neglected, although here ferrite is the core material. Due to the blocking capacitor in

series with the transformer a DC bias should not be the case.
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A.2.3 Core loss of the output �lter

The core loss calculation for the output filter is similar to the core loss calculation of the

boost inductor of the PFC. Again the iGSE was used for the calculation. Due to the voltage

ringing of the synchronous rectifier switches the current through the output filter was taken

from simulation.

A.3 Copper and eddy current losses

If a high frequency current flows through a conductor with a large diameter additional

losses to the DC copper losses, called eddy current losses, can be investigated. There are

two causes for the eddy currents, the skin effect and the proximity effect.

Skin effect: An AC current in a conductor causes an AC magnetic field on the inside

and outside of the conductor, inducing electrical fields inside of the conductor and there-

fore eddy currents, which reduce the current density on the inside of an inductor can flow.

The higher the frequency the thinner the skin-depth and the more eddy currents are on the

inside. It can be easier visualized that the current is nearly only flowing on the outside of

the conductor.

Proximity effect: If in the proximity of the outside AC magnetic field of one conductor is

a second conductor, an electrical field is induced into the second conductor, causing eddy

currents. The effective current through the second conductor is not changed due to this

effect, the eddy currents in the second conductor are in sum zero.

Both of the above mentioned effects can be calculated analytically for 1-dimensional

problems. A more detailed calculation would be possible with finite element methods, but

this is also much more time consuming, especially if a lot of different core shapes have to

be modelled.

For DC current the resistance of the conductor can be calculated with eq. (A.18)

RDC = ρ
l
A

, (A.18)

where l is the length of the conductor, ρ is the material specific resistance and A is the area

of the conductor. For an arbitrary periodic current waveform and a conductor with the

optimal area eq. (A.19) is valid, [94].

(
RAC

RDC
)opt =

4
3

. (A.19)

The calculation of the skin and proximity effect losses are geometry dependent. In the

calculation and construction, both solid round conductors, foil conductors and litz wires
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were used. The AC losses in the litz wire were neglected in the calculation. Therefore

in the following sections a 1-dimensional analytical solution for the skin and proximity

effect loss for round and foil conductors is presented. It must be mentioned that these

following analytical solutions are only valid for sinusoidal currents. In the simulation the

DC resistances obtained from eq. (A.18) were used. Later the DC and AC losses were

calculated with the simulated currents obtained from the simulation for every load point.

With a FFT analysis the currents were separated in their frequency components and for each

frequency component the AC losses were individually calculated. The increased losses can

be described with a factor fx, which describes how much higher the AC resistance due to

for example the skin effect is, compared to just the DC resistance of the conductor.

A.3.1 Skin e�ect

The skin effect can be derived for a round conductor with amperes law, see eq. (A.20).∮ −→
H
−→
dl =

∫ ∫
JZ
−→
dA. (A.20)

This results in a to the time varying current I proportional time varying magnetic field
−→
H

and therefore also a time varying magnetic flux
−→
B with

−→
B = µ0µr

−→
H . Using Faraday’s law

from eq. (A.21) results in an electric field
−→
E along the conductor around the integrated

area and with Ohm’s law
−→
J = σ

−→
E can be shown that a current is therefore also flowing.

On the inside of the conductor the current is flowing against the effective current in the

conductor, reducing the effective current, and on the outside of the inductor the current

is flowing with the effective current, increasing the effective current on the outside of the

conductor or also at the skin. Therefore originates also the name skin effect.∮ −→
E
−→
dl = − d

dt

∫ ∫ −→
B
−→
dA. (A.21)

For higher frequencies the current on the inside gets more and more reduced and the

current density gets higher on the outside of the inductor. In [95] is also shown, that for a

2 mm round conductor for 100 kHz nearly no current is anymore flowing in the radius of

1 mm from the center of the conductor. The skin depth δ describes the distance, where the

current has only 1/e of the peak value, and it can be calculated with eq. (A.22)

δ =
1√

πµ0σ f
, (A.22)

where δ is the conductivity of the conductor and µ0 is the permeability of free space. The

effective smaller area for the current results in a higher resistivity compared to the resistiv-

ity for DC current. [95]
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Foil conductors: The skin effect is described with the factor FSf. The frequency compo-

nents of the current were calculated an FFT analysis and the loss components were then

calculated for each frequency with eq. (A.23)

FSf =
Rskin

RDC
= (

h
δ
)(

sinh( 2h
δ ) + sin( 2h

δ )

cosh( 2h
δ )− cos( 2h

δ )
), (A.23)

where h is the foil thickness, f the frequency, u0 the free space permeability and σ the

electric conductivity of copper. [96]

Round conductors: For round conductors the Kelvin functions can be used to calculate

the increased skin effect losses, see eq. (A.24).

FSr =
Rskin

RDC
=

d
2δ
√

2

Kber(0, ξ)K′bei(0, ξ)− Kbei(0, ξ)K′ber(0, ξ)

K′ber(0, ξ)2 + K′bei(0, ξ)2 , (A.24)

with

ξ =
d√
2δ

. (A.25)

Kber and Kbei are the Kelvin functions of the first kind for the order zero or two (first

index). K′ber and K′bei are the derivatives of the original Kelvin functions. These equations

are only valid for sinusoidal currents. To calculate the losses for non-sinusoidal currents a

Fourier-transformation of the current waveform is needed. For each frequency component

of the Fourier-transformation the skin and proximity effect losses are calculated and the

sum is taken to obtain the total losses. [95, 97]

A.3.2 Proximity e�ect

The outer magnetic field of one conductor induces into the second conductor a magnetic

field, which also results in electrical fields, which again can be calculated with Faraday’s

law. In case of two close conductors, the current induced from the first conductor into the

second conductor has on the side of the second conductor, which is close to the first con-

ductor, a current in the opposite direction of the current in the first conductor. The current

in the far side of the second conductor flows in the same direction as the current through

the first conductor. Due to eddy currents in the second conductor the magnetic field in the

first conductor is changing and more power is needed to drive the same current through

the first conductor.

Foil conductors: The proximity effect can be calculated for each layer individually and

each additional layer increases the proximity effect. For the first layer the proximity effect
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is assumed to be zero. For the second layer and second winding of the transformer the

proximity effect was calculated with eq. (A.26)

FPf =
Rprox(n)

RDC
= 2n(n− 1)(

h
δ
)(

sinh( h
δ )− sin( h

δ )

cosh( h
δ ) + cos( 2h

δ )
), (A.26)

where n is the layer, for which the proximity effect is calculated. [95, 96]

Round conductors: For the proximity effect the distance between the conductors (in-

terwire distance ν) and the distance to the next layer (interlayer distance h) has as well

to be considered, [98]. Since d/δ is in this case very big the Ferreira or Dowell methods

show inaccuracies. The filter inductor consists only of one layer, therefore the interlayer

distance h/d was used with the maximum distance available from the table published in

[98]. Eq. (A.27) with the curve fitting coefficients from the FEM calculation was used to

calculate additional losses caused by the proximity effect afterwards.

FPr =(1−ω)k1

√
(k2)

d
δ

sinh(
√

k2
d
δ − sin(

√
k2

d
δ ))

cosh(
√

k2
d
δ ) + cos(

√
k2

d
δ ))

+ ωd̂(
d
δ
). (A.27)

with

d̂(
d
δ
) =

K · d
δ

(( d
δ )
−3n + b3n)

1
n

, (A.28)

where K is a constant of 0.096 and n, ω, k1, k2 are interpolated from the curve fitting

coefficients given in [98].

A.3.3 Eddy current reduction

To reduce eddy currents in conductors and therefore the overall power loss solutions for

the PCB layout and also for the inductor and transformer cores exist. One solution is

to use optimized wire diameters, where the sum of skin and proximity effect are lowest

for the conductors. Another possible solution is the utilization of many thin and isolated

conductors, also called litz-wire. This does not help if the isolated conductors are just

parallel to each other, since then the proximity effect is again increasing the losses. If

they are twisted the induced voltages cancel each other reducing or even canceling the

eddy currents. For hundreds of isolated conductors it is therefore important that every

conductor was at every possible position after a length of twist. To minimize the proximity

effect as well as parasitic inductivities in the layout, it is recommended to reduce the current

loops, which means that the forward path of the conductor should be as close as possible

to the return path.
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A.4 Capacitor losses

In the capacitor several loss sources exist, like the leakage current, the series resistance and

also at higher frequencies inductive losses. The equivalent schematic for a capacitor with

the parasitic elements is shown in Fig. A.10.

LS RS C

RP

Figure A.10: Equivalent circuit for a capacitor with parasitics.

Leakage current: Especially electrolytic capacitors have a relatively high leakage current

compared with other technologies, like foil or ceramic capacitors. Often for different tech-

nologies with lower leakage current a insulation resistance is given in the datasheet, which

is basically the same as a definition of the leakage current. In Fig. A.10 the leakage current

or insulation resistor can be represented with the resistor RP parallel to the main capacitor

C, constantly discharging the ideal capacitor. For electrolytic capacitors the leakage current

is not constant, it depends a lot on the temperature and as well on the time the voltage

has been applied to the capacitor. Increased temperate also leads to an increased leakage

current. According to industrial standards, the leakage current is the current which is mea-

sured after 5 minutes of applying the rated DC voltage to the capacitor. Due to the self

healing effects of electrolytic capacitors the leakage current decreases exponentially over

time. For the leakage current various descriptions exists and they usually depend on the

manufacturer, usually the equation is similar to eq. (A.29)

IL = Kc · C ·V, (A.29)

which gives the leakage current IL in µA, Kc is a constant from the datasheet (usually

between 0.01 and 0.02 for electrolytic capacitors), V the rated voltage and C the capacity in

µF. With this formula the maximum leakage current after 5 minutes was calculated.

Series Resistance: The ESR RS is frequency dependent. Usually the ESR is calculated for

a certain frequency with the dissipation factor DF or also loss angle tan(δ), see eq. (A.30),

ESR =
DF

2π f C
, (A.30)

where DF is the dissipation factor from the datasheet, f the frequency and C the capacity

of the capacitor. The ESR over the frequency is shown in Fig. A.13, where it is shown

that the ESR gets smaller for higher frequencies. The impedance decreases at first due to

the capacitor ( 1
ωC ) but at a certain frequency the impedance increases due to the parasitic

inductance LS (ωL).
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Figure A.11: Leakage current over tempera-

ture for a 470 µF, 200 V capaci-

tor, [99].
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Figure A.12: Typical leakage current over
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Figure A.13: ESR and impedance of a capacitor over the frequency for 25 ◦C, [99].
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BCM Boundary Conduction Mode. 34, 38, 39

BHFFOM Baliga High Frequency Figure of Merit. 20

CCM Continuous Conduction Mode. 4, 34, 38

CM Common Mode. 38

DCM Discontinuous Conduction Mode. 34

DUT Device Under Test. 31

EMI Electromagnetic Interference. 3, 7, 25, 29–32, 67, 120

ESR Equivalent Series Resistance. 58, 61, 136

FHA First Harmonic Approximation. 46

FOM Figure of Merits. IV, 3, 5, 8, 15, 20, 21, 24, 48, 51, 95, 117, 120

FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array. 51, 65, 68, 70–73, 80, 89, 102

GaN Gallium Nitride. 4–6, 38, 39, 119

IGBT Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor. 12

iGSE improved Generalized Steinmetz Equation. 127–130

IPOP Input Parallel Output Parallel. 109, 111

IPOS Input Parallel Output Serial. 109, 111

ISOP Input Serial Output Parallel. 109, 111, 112, 120

ISOS Input Serial Output Serial. 109, 111, 112

LISN Line Impedance Stabilization Network. 31
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LUT Look Up Table. 57, 89

MCT MOS controlled thyristor. 12

MLCC Multi Layer Ceramic Capacitor. 61, 77

MPP Molypermalloy Powder. 60, 77, 94, 98, 129

NHFFOM New High Frequency Figure of Merit. 21

NRDC Natural Resources Defense Council. 1

PFC Power Factor Correction. IV, 4, 7, 26, 27, 32–34, 36, 39, 40, 46, 48, 49, 51–53, 56, 58, 65,

67, 69, 70, 76–78, 80, 94, 101, 109, 114, 115, 117, 119, 120, 129, 130

PiN-diode Positive intrinsic Negative diode. 9–11, 36

PS-ZVS Phase Shifted Zero Voltage Switched. IV, 5–7, 43–45, 47–49, 51, 72, 80, 82, 83, 85,

86, 90, 93, 94, 98, 105, 107, 108, 111, 112, 114, 115, 118, 119

PWM Pulse Width Modulation. 65

SiC Silicone Carbide. 4, 11, 36, 38, 119

SMPS Switched Mode Power Supply. IV, 1, 4–8, 24–26, 40, 51, 117–120

SOA Safe Operating Area. 30

SPI Serial Peripheral Interface. 114

TCM Triangular Current Mode. IV, VII, 4, 38, 39, 46, 48, 49, 51, 65, 120

THD Total Harmonic Distortion. 33, 34

ZCD Zero Current Detection. 71–73, 75, 77

ZVS zero voltage switching. 52
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